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Evolve lite is our new generation compressed down jacket
with modern look. We are using Recycled and Responsisble
Down Standard duck down filling with fillpower 700 to reach
warmth and to reduce virgin down usage. The jacket is
made from recycled Pertex Quantum ripstop material that is
lightweight and dense. The style belongs to our airlite
products and can reach very light weigh. The style can use
both stand-alone and midlayer usage depending on weather
conditions.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER D41 PEACH COBBLER

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Pertex Quantum RECY
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
The global recycled standard duck down with 90/10,
fillpower 700, 71 g/size 38
LINING:
Ultimate Lite Smooth

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight, yet durable Pertex ¨ Quantum fabric with
windproof, water resistance and breathability

¥ Sustainable recycled duck down filling
¥ To maximise warming in all weather shoulder/hood

parts wadding filled
¥ Fixed hood with cord tightening
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic bindings on sleeve ends Hem cord for

tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: P99 zip P99, C81 zip C81, D41 zip D41.
¥ SS24 Selected set col D41
¥ W+, P99

Evolve lite is our new generation compressed down vest
with modern look. We are using Recycled and Responsisble
Down Standard duck down filling with fillpower 700 to reach
warmth and to reduce virgin down usage. The vest is made
from recycled Pertex Quantum ripstop material that is
lightweight and dense. The style belongs to our airlite
products and can reach very light weigh. The style can use
both stand-alone and midlayer usage depending on weather
conditions.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Pertex Quantum RECY
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
The global recycled standard duck down with 90/10,
fillpower 700, 41 g/size 38
LINING:
Ultimate Lite Smooth

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight, yet durable Pertex ¨ Quantum fabric with
windproof, water resistance and breathability

¥ Sustainable recycled duck down filling
¥ To maximise warming in all weather shoulder/hood

parts wadding filled
¥ Fixed hood with cord tightening
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic bindings on arm hole, Hem cord for tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ FW2324 Colors: P99 zip P99, B52 zip tone darker, B66

zip B66.
¥ FW2324 Selected set col P99

067-0002 EVOLVE LITE W DOWN JACKET

C81 D41 P99

067-0003 EVOLVE LITE W DOWN VEST

P99
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Lightweight insulation layer for active use. Filled with
technical Primaloft Utility wadding this style works perfectly
underneath of shell jacket. Material is breathable yet keeps
warm.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

E53 BRISTOL GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
High Breathe Micro
100% Polyamide

INSULATION:
Primaloft¨ Silver Insulation Eco, 40g
LINING:
Soft s-lining

FEATURES:

¥ Primaloft¨ Silver insulation Eco, good warming and
absorb wery litle moisture

¥ Collar and full long front zip
¥ Zipper hand and chest pockets
¥ Elastic lycra cuffs
¥ Hem cord for tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: E53 zip E53, P99 zip P99

Lightweight insulation layer for active use. Filled with
technical Primaloft Utility wadding this style works perfectly
underneath of shell jacket. Material is breathable yet keeps
warm.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

E53 BRISTOL GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
High Breathe Micro
100% Polyamide

INSULATION:
Primaloft¨ Silver Insulation Eco, 40g
LINING:
Soft s-lining

FEATURES:

¥ Primaloft¨ Silver insulation Eco, good warming and
absorb wery litle moisture

¥ Collar and full long front zip
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic edgeband finished hem and arm seams
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: E53 zip E53, P99 zip P99

Evolve lite is our new generation compressed down jacket
with modern look. We are using Recycled and Responsisble
Down Standard duck down filling with fillpower 700 to reach
warmth and to reduce virgin down usage. The jacket is
made from recycled Pertex Quantum ripstop material that is
lightweight and dense. The style belongs to our airlite
products and can reach very light weigh. The style can use
both stand-alone and midlayer usage depending on weather
conditions.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL - 5XL

C35 BLUE CORAL C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Pertex Quantum RECY
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
The global recycled standard duck down with 90/10,
fillpower 700, 85 g/size M
LINING:
Ultimate Lite Smooth

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight, yet durable Pertex ¨ Quantum fabric with
windproof, water resistance and breathability

¥ Sustainable recycled duck down filling
¥ To maximise warming in all weather shoulder/hood

parts wadding filled
¥ Fixed hood with cord tightening
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic bindings on sleeve ends Hem cord for

tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: P99 zip P99, C41 zip C41, C35 zip C36

067-0019 NEON W PRIMALOFT JACKET

E53 P99

067-0020 NEON W PRIMALOFT VEST

E53 P99

067-0010 EVOLVE LITE M DOWN JACKET

C35 C41 P99
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Evolve lite is our new generation compressed down vest
with modern look. We are using Recycled and Responsisble
Down Standard duck down filling with fillpower 700 to reach
warmth and to reduce virgin down usage. The vest is made
from recycled Pertex Quantum ripstop material that is
lightweight and dense. The style belongs to our airlite
products and can reach very light weigh. The style can use
both stand-alone and midlayer usage depending on weather
conditions.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C35 BLUE CORAL P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Pertex Quantum RECY
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
The global recycled standard duck down with 90/10,
fillpower 700, 47 g/size M
LINING:
Ultimate Lite Smooth

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight, yet durable Pertex ¨ Quantum fabric with
windproof, water resistance and breathability

¥ Sustainable recycled duck down filling
¥ To maximise warming in all weather shoulder/hood

parts wadding filled
¥ Fixed hood with cord tightening
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic bindings on sleeve ends Hem cord for

tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ FW2324 Colors: P99 zip P99, C35 zip C36, B55 zip B55

Lightweight insulation layer for active use. Filled with
technical Primaloft Utility wadding this style works perfectly
underneath of shell jacket. Material is breathable yet keeps
warm.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
High Breathe Micro
100% Polyamide

INSULATION:
Primaloft¨ Silver Insulation Eco, 40g
LINING:
Soft s-lining

FEATURES:

¥ Primaloft¨ Silver insulation Eco, good warming and
absorb wery litle moisture

¥ Collar and full long front zip
¥ Zipper hand and chest pockets
¥ Elastic lycra cuffs
¥ Hem cord for tightening
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D36 zip D36, P99 zip P99

Lightweight insulation layer for active use. Filled with
technical Primaloft Utility wadding this style works perfectly
underneath of shell jacket. Material is breathable yet keeps
warm.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
High Breathe Micro
100% Polyamide

INSULATION:
Primaloft¨ Silver Insulation Eco, 40g
LINING:
Soft s-lining

FEATURES:

¥ Primaloft¨ Silver insulation Eco, good warming and
absorb wery litle moisture

¥ Collar and full long front zip
¥ Zipper hand pockets
¥ Elastic edgeband finished hem and arm seams
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D36 zip D36, P99 zip P99

067-0011 EVOLVE LITE M DOWN VEST

C35 P99

067-0021 NEON M PRIMALOFT JACKET

D36 P99

067-0022 NEON M PRIMALOFT VEST

D36 P99
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ACTIVE SPORT



With the Flow 3L DX jacket you are always well protected
and safe from the storm! This lightweight rain jacket offers
maximum functionality for biking and multisport activities.
Jacket packs down small, so it«s easy to take with you and
use when the weather changes quickly. Drymaxx¨ Nano
fabric with 3-layer construction is made of partly recycled
polyester and offers superb breathability. If the pace heats
up, upper back ventilation regulates airflow through the
jacket. All small items that you may need to grab quickly can
be stored in the front and back zip pockets. To improve
visibility, all prints has been made reflective, so you'll be
seen after dark.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Nano Pro Lite Recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 25000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester / 50% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ 300 weight serie
¥ Waterproof and well brethable 3L jacket
¥ All seams taped
¥ One hand pocket with zipper on front
¥ Back pocket with zipper
¥ Laser cut ventilation holes at shoulder
¥ Hem with grip dot print to keep hem down
¥ Roll packaway and tighten by hem cord
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colors: C41 zip C41, P99 zip P99.
¥ Selected set col. C41

With Flow 3L DX pant you are always well protected and
safe from the storm! These lightweight rain pants offer
maximum functionality for biking and multisport activities.
The pants packs down small, so they are easy to take with
you and use when the weather changes quickly. Drymaxx¨
Nano fabric with 3-layer construction is made of partly
recycled polyester and offers superb breathability. The
highly flexible Flowfreeª material at the back waist
provides an excellent fit and keeps the pants in place, so you
can focus on your training. Leg end can be adjusted with
zipper and reflective straps. To improve visibility, all prints
has been made reflective, so you'll be seen after dark.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Nano Pro Lite Recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 25000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester / 50% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ 300 weight serie
¥ Waterproof and well brethable 3L pants
¥ All seams taped
¥ Adjustable waist with stretching back part creates

good fit
¥ Zippered front fly and button close on waist
¥ One hand pocket with zipper on front right
¥ Leg end with zipper opening and velcro tightening
¥ Bum are with reinforcement
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colors: P99 zip P99.
¥ Selected set col. P99

086-0780 FLOW W 3L DX JACKET

C41 P99

086-0781 FLOW W 3L DX PANTS

P99
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The Tracks jacket is a great choice for active outdoor
workouts and cycling in spring and summer. This jacket
combines a conforming fit and seamless, highly breathable
and stretchy fabric with a sporty look. The front is wind-
resistant and the hem of the jacket is made of a flexible and
reflective material that brings visibility when the evening
gets dark. The chest pocket is convenient for small items.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Mixed Nylon Seamless
70% Polyamide / 30% Elastane

FEATURES:
Seamless and breathable jacket for outdoor workouts
Zippered chest pocket
Body-conforming fit
Lightweight and flexible material

The Tracks tights are designed for active outdoor training
and cycling in spring and summer. The tights combine
seamless and highly breathable material with wind and
water-resistant X-stretch material placed at the thighs and
back. These sporty, lightweight, stretchy and well-fitting
tights are a good choice diverse exercise.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B36 MOROCCAN BLUE D35 DEEP COBALT BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Mixed Nylon Seamless
70% Polyamide / 30% Elastane

FEATURES:
Body-conforming and well-fitting tights
Wind and water resistant material at the thighs and back
Key pocket
Elastic and adjustable waist
Reflective details

The Tracks pants are a great choice for active outdoor
workouts and cycling in spring and summer. The pants
combine a good fit with a very breathable and stretchy
material and a sporty look. They are designed to withstand
even higher wear and tear thanks to the reinforcements on
the back and legs, and the waist and leg openings can be
adjusted to fit. For greater breathability, the thigh pockets
can be opened, and air can also circulate through the laser-
cut holes placed at the thighs.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D35 DEEP COBALT BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D58 QUETZAL GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Rough Active Ripstop
94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane

FEATURES:
Adjustable waist
Belt loops
4 zippered pockets
Laser-cut ventilation holes
Wear-resistant reinforcements on the back and legs
Adjustable legs
Reflective details

086-0710 TRACKS W SEAMLESS JACKET

D32 D44 P99

086-0775 TRACKS W SEAMLESS TIGHTS

B36 D35 P99

086-0712 TRACKS W X-STRETCH PANTS

D35 D44 D58 P99
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The Tracks shorts are a great choice for versatile and active
outdoor activities, cycling and training in spring and
summer. The shorts combine a very breathable and stretchy
material with a sporty look. The waist is adjustable and air
can circulate through the laser-cut holes placed at the
thighs. For even greater breathability, the thigh pockets can
be opened if necessary.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D35 DEEP COBALT BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D51 BERMUDA GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane

FEATURES:
Adjustable waist
Belt loops
2 zippered pockets
Laser-cut ventilation holes

The Core long-sleeve is a lightweight, comfortable and
versatile shirt that effectively transfers moisture thanks to
the Drirelease¨ material and keeps the wearer dry during
active workouts. The shirt is made of recycled fiber blended
with a small amount of wool, so it always feels warm and
dry against the skin. Main purpose: Active exercise, Leisure
and Outdoor activities.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN

MATERIAL:
Tech Wool mix knit recy
48% Recycled Polyester / 30% Polyester / 15% Wool / 7%
Elastane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and breathable material
Transfers moisture away from the skin
Ideal warmth and moisture transfer ability
Flat seams that are comfortable against the skin
Comfortable to wear

The Core short-sleeve is a lightweight, comfortable and
versatile shirt that effectively transfers moisture thanks to
the Drirelease¨ material and keeps the wearer dry during
active workouts. The shirt is made of recycled fiber blended
with a small amount of wool, so it always feels warm and
dry against the skin. In addition, the shirt also has a short
zipper to make putting it on easier. Main purpose: Active
exercise, Leisure and Outdoor activities.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Tech Wool mix knit recy
48% Recycled Polyester / 30% Polyester / 15% Wool / 7%
Elastane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and breathable material
Half-length zipper
Transfers moisture away from the skin
Ideal warmth and moisture transfer ability
Flat seams that are comfortable against the skin
Comfortable to wear

086-0713 TRACKS W X-STRETCH SHORTS

D35 D44 D51 P99

086-0714 CORE W LS SHIRT

C41 D44 D56

086-0715 CORE W HALF ZIP T-SHIRT

C41 D44 D56 S27
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Airlite lightness for all weather! Women's Aero 2.5L jacket is
for those who train whether it«s raining or shining, this jacket
has you covered. It has highly breathable membrane with
20K/20K values and ventilation on the back side prevents
unpleasant moisture accumulation inside the jacket during
training. The jacket packs down small to its own hood, so
it's easy to take with you and use when the weather changes
quickly. Hood is easy to fold as a collar using the loop on the
back of the hood. The slanted zippered hand pocket on the
front is easy to use with both hands when biking. With
reflective details you will be seen after dark whether you«re
in the city or on the trails.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Ultimate 2,5L Matt recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 20000 g/m2/24h
50% recycled Polyamide, 50% Polyamide

FEATURES:

¥ 200 weight serie
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Full length inner list with drop lock
¥ Hand pocket with zipper under flap
¥ Fixed hood with cord adjustments
¥ Cord adjustable hem
¥ Reflective prints and Halti branding
¥ All seams taped
¥ SS24 Colours: D36 zip D32, D44 zip D44, D56/D58 zip

D58, P99 zip P99
¥ SS24 Selected set color D56

Aero windbreaker provides effective protection when you
are moving in cool or cold, windy weather. Because there is
no membrane, windbreaker is very breathable and allow
perspiration to escape while you are active. The Fabric is
partly recycled Graphene Taffeta which helps to keep body
temperature stable. Because of minimalistic elements, thin
and compressible fabric, jacket is light and easy to
packaway to its pocket inside and stuff into your backpack
when youÕre training. To keep from getting cold, slip it on
over your t-shirt as soon as you begin to feel chilly.
Reflective logos ensure you will be seen after dark, whether
you«re in the city or on the trails.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Crinkle Graphene Taffeta recy
53% Polyamide, 41% Recycled Polyamide, 6% Graphene
Nylon
Crinkle Graphene Taffeta recy (printed)
58% Polyester, 40% Recycled Polyester, 2% Graphene Nylon
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Full long front zipper with inner windlist
¥ Side pocket with concealed zipper
¥ Cord adjustable hem
¥ Elastic binding at sleeve end
¥ Packaway pocket
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Selected set color D56P

086-0783 AERO W 2,5L DX JACKET

D36 D44 D56 P99

086-0784 AERO W WINDBREAKER JACKET

D32 D44 D56P P99
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These are the pants if you are looking for tight-like fit, but
comfort is the priority. Aero W lite pants are combination of
lightness, moisture management and versatility. The fabric
is bluesign¨ approved, partly recycled and stretchable Quick
Dry material. Style has all necessary details for multisport
training, nothing extra; elasticated waist, zippered hand
pockets and carefully designed cutting lines. Reflective
logos ensure you will be seen after dark, whether you«re in
the city or on the trails.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Elasticated waist with cord + cord lock adjustment
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Reflective Halti branding
¥ SS24 selected set color D36

Aero lite shorts are combination of lightness, moisture
management and versatility. The fabric is bluesign¨
approved, partly recycled and stretchable Quick Dry
material. Style has all necessary details for multisport
training, nothing extra, elasticated waist, zippered hand
pockets to keep your belongings safe. Reflective logos
ensure you will be seen after dark.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane
Quick Dry Lite Stretch recy (printed)
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Elasticated waist with cord + cord lock adjustment
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Reflective Halti branding
¥ SS24 selected set color D36

086-0785 AERO W LITE PANTS

D36 P99

086-0786 AERO W LITE SHORTS

D36 D44 D56P
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Aero W Active dry T-shirt is for everyday training. Shirt has
ergonomic design for perfect fit and optimal freedom of
movement. Material is soft and lightweight, made from
recycled polyester, that transforms moisture away from
your skin and remains dry even in intense use. Reflective
logos ensure you will be seen after dark.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Mesh Recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane
Active Dry Mesh recy (printed)
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

• 100 weight serie
• Mesh knit parts to enhance breathability
• Flatlock seams
• Reflective prints
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set color D56P

Aero W Active dry top is for everyday training. Material is
soft and lightweight, made from recycled polyester, that
transforms moisture away from your skin and remains dry
even in intense use. Reflective logos ensure you will be seen
after dark.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Mesh Recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane
Active Dry Mesh recy (printed)
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

• 100 weight serie
• Mesh knit parts to enhance breathability
• Flatlock seams
• Reflective prints
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set color D44

Women's technical long sleeve shirt for active sport

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice female fitting.
• Round neck collar.
• Long sleeves.
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set col D32

086-0787 AERO W ACTIVE DRY T-SHIRT

D32 D44 D56P P99

086-0788 AERO W ACTIVE DRY TOP

D32 D44 D56P P99

086-0804 SALVES W LS SHIRT

D32 D44 P99
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Women's technical long sleeve shirt for active sport in plus
size fit.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice female fitting in plus size.
• Long sleeves
• Round neck collar.
• Halti branding

Women's technical T-shirt for active sport

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D40 LEMON TONIC D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D51 BERMUDA GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice female fitting.
• Round neck collar.
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set col D51

Women's technical T-shirt for active sport in
plus size fit.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D40 LEMON TONIC D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D51 BERMUDA GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice female fitting in plus sizes.
• Round neck collar.
• Halti branding

086-0808 SALVES W+ LS SHIRT

D32 D44 P99

086-0806 SALVES W T- SHIRT

D32 D36 D40 D44 D51 P99

086-0809 SALVES W+ T-SHIRT

D32 D36 D40 D44 D51 P99
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Women's technical Top for active sport

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE D40 LEMON TONIC

D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE D51 BERMUDA GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Light and airy knit material.
¥ Nice female fitting.
¥ Round neck collar.
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Selected set col D44

With the Flow 3L DX jacket you are always well protected
and safe from the storm! This lightweight rain jacket offers
maximum functionality for biking and multisport activities.
Jacket packs down small, so it«s easy to take with you and
use when the weather changes quickly. Drymaxx¨ Nano
fabric with 3-layer construction is made of partly recycled
polyester and offers superb breathability. If the pace heats
up, upper back ventilation regulates airflow through the
jacket. All small items that you may need to grab quickly can
be stored in the front and back zip pockets. To improve
visibility, all prints has been made reflective, so you'll be
seen after dark.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Nano Pro Lite Recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 25000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester / 50% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ 300 weight serie
¥ Waterproof and well brethable 3L jacket
¥ All seams taped
¥ One hand pocket with zipper on front
¥ Back pocket with zipper
¥ Laser cut ventilation holes at shoulder
¥ Hem with grip dot print to keep hem down
¥ Roll packaway and tighten by hem cord
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colors: C41 zip C41, P99 zip P99.
¥ Selected set col. C41

086-0807 SALVES W TOP

D32 D40 D44 D51 P99

086-0789 FLOW M 3L DX JACKET

C41 P99
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With Flow 3L DX pant you are always well protected and
safe from the storm! These lightweight rain pants offer
maximum functionality for biking and multisport activities.
The pants packs down small, so they are easy to take with
you and use when the weather changes quickly. Drymaxx¨
Nano fabric with 3-layer construction is made of partly
recycled polyester and offers superb breathability. The
highly flexible Flowfreeª material at the back waist
provides an excellent fit and keeps the pants in place, so you
can focus on your training. Leg end can be adjusted with
zipper and reflective straps. To improve visibility, all prints
has been made reflective, so you'll be seen after dark.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Nano Pro Lite Recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 25000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester / 50% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ 300 weight serie
¥ Waterproof and well brethable 3L pants
¥ All seams taped
¥ Adjustable waist with stretching back part creates

good fit
¥ Zippered front fly and button close on waist
¥ One hand pocket with zipper on front right
¥ Leg end with zipper opening and velcro tightening
¥ Bum are with reinforcement
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colors: P99 zip P99.
¥ Selected set col. P99

The Tracks jacket is a great choice for active outdoor
workouts and cycling in spring and summer. This jacket
combines a conforming fit and seamless, highly breathable
and stretchy fabric with a sporty look. The front is wind-
resistant and the hem of the jacket is made of a flexible and
reflective material that brings visibility when the evening
gets dark. The chest pocket is convenient for small items.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Mixed Nylon Seamless
70% Polyamide / 30% Elastane

FEATURES:
Seamless and breathable jacket for outdoor workouts
Zippered chest pocket
Body-conforming fit
Lightweight and flexible material

086-0790 FLOW M 3L DX PANTS

P99

086-0718 TRACKS M SEAMLESS JACKET

C41 D36 P99
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These tights with sleek fit and sporty look are perfect choice
for high intensity training whether you want to hit the by foot
or by bike. Streamlined and hip hugging tights allow
freedom of movement, without compromising functionality.
These tights are combination of seamless material for
excellent breathability and ideal fit and X-stretch material at
front thigh and bottom area for wind and water repellency
and durability.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Mixed Nylon Seamless
70% Polyamide / 30% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Fitted articulated cut for maximum movement and
comfort

¥ Wind and water repellent fabric at front thigh and
bottom

¥ Key pocket inside
¥ Elasticated waist with cord adjustment
¥ Reflective logos

The Tracks pants are a great choice for active outdoor
workouts and cycling in spring and summer. The pants
combine a good fit with a very breathable and stretchy
material and a sporty look. They are designed to withstand
even higher wear and tear thanks to the reinforcements on
the back and legs, and the waist and leg openings can be
adjusted to fit. For greater breathability, the thigh pockets
can be opened, and air can also circulate through the laser-
cut holes placed at the thighs.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D58 QUETZAL GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane
Rough Active Ripstop
94% Polyamide, 6% Elastane

FEATURES:
Adjustable waist
Belt loops
4 zippered pockets
Laser-cut ventilation holes
Wear-resistant reinforcements on the back and legs
Adjustable legs
Reflective details

086-0776 TRACKS M SEAMLESS TIGHTS

D36 P99

086-0720 TRACKS M X-STRETCH PANTS

D36 D58 P99
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The Tracks shorts are a great choice for versatile and active
outdoor activities, cycling and training in spring and
summer. The shorts combine a very breathable and stretchy
material with a sporty look. The waist is adjustable and air
can circulate through the laser-cut holes placed at the
thighs. For even greater breathability, the thigh pockets can
be opened if necessary.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane

FEATURES:
Adjustable waist
Belt loops
2 zippered pockets
Laser-cut ventilation holes

The Core long-sleeve is a lightweight, comfortable and
versatile shirt that effectively transfers moisture thanks to
the Drirelease¨ material and keeps the wearer dry during
active workouts. The shirt is made of recycled fiber blended
with a small amount of wool, so it always feels warm and
dry against the skin. Main purpose: Active exercise, Leisure
and Outdoor activities.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D58 QUETZAL GREEN

S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Tech Wool mix knit recy
48% Recycled Polyester / 30% Polyester / 15% Wool / 7%
Elastane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and breathable material
Transfers moisture away from the skin
Ideal warmth and moisture transfer ability
Flat seams that are comfortable against the skin
Comfortable to wear

The Core short-sleeve is a lightweight, comfortable and
versatile shirt that effectively transfers moisture thanks to
the Drirelease¨ material and keeps the wearer dry during
active workouts. The shirt is made of recycled fiber blended
with a small amount of wool, so it always feels warm and
dry against the skin. In addition, the shirt also has a short
zipper to make putting it on easier. Main purpose: Active
exercise, Leisure and Outdoor activities.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B46 ORANGE TIGER C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW

D56 PEACOCK GREEN S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Tech Wool mix knit recy
48% Recycled Polyester / 30% Polyester / 15% Wool / 7%
Elastane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and breathable material
Half-length zipper
Transfers moisture away from the skin
Ideal warmth and moisture transfer ability
Flat seams that are comfortable against the skin
Comfortable to wear

086-0721 TRACKS M X-STRETCH SHORTS

C41 D36 D56 P99

086-0722 CORE M LS SHIRT

C41 D58 S27

086-0723 CORE M HALF ZIP T-SHIRT

B46 C41 D56 S27
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Airlite lightness for all weather! Men's Aero 2.5L jacket is for
those who train whether it«s raining or shining, this jacket
has you covered. It has highly breathable membrane with
20K/20K values and ventilation on the back side prevents
unpleasant moisture accumulation inside the jacket during
training. The jacket packs down small to its own hood, so
it's easy to take with you and use when the weather changes
quickly. Hood is easy to fold as a collar using the loop on the
back of the hood. The slanted zippered hand pocket on the
front is easy to use with both hands when biking. With
reflective details you will be seen after dark whether you«re
in the city or on the trails.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Ultimate 2,5L Matt recy
waterproofness: 20000 mm, breathability: 20000 g/m2/24h
50% recycled Polyamide, 50% Polyamide

FEATURES:

¥ 200 weight serie
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Full length inner list with drop lock
¥ Hand pocket with zipper under flap
¥ Fixed hood with cord adjustments
¥ Cord adjustable hem
¥ Reflective prints and Halti branding
¥ All seams taped
¥ SS24 Colours: C41 zip P99, D36 zip D36, D56/D58 zip

D58, P99 zip P99
¥ SS24 Selected set color D36

Aero windbreaker provides effective protection when you
are moving in cool or cold, windy weather. Because there is
no membrane, windbreaker is very breathable and allow
perspiration to escape while you are active. The Fabric is
partly recycled Graphene Taffeta which helps to keep body
temperature stable. Because of minimalistic elements, thin
and compressible fabric, jacket is light and easy to
packaway to its pocket inside and stuff into your backpack
when youÕre training. To keep from getting cold, slip it on
over your t-shirt as soon as you begin to feel chilly.
Reflective logos ensure you will be seen after dark, whether
you«re in the city or on the trails.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Crinkle Graphene Taffeta recy
53% Polyamide, 41% Recycled Polyamide, 6% Graphene
Nylon
Crinkle Graphene Taffeta recy (printed)
58% Polyester, 40% Recycled Polyester, 2% Graphene Nylon
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Full long front zipper with inner windlist
¥ Side pocket with concealed zipper
¥ Cord adjustable hem
¥ Elastic binding at sleeve end
¥ Packaway pocket
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 Selected set color D46

086-0792 AERO M 2,5L DX JACKET

C41 D36 D56 P99

086-0793 AERO M WINDBREAKER JACKET

D36 D46 D56P P99
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These are the pants if you are looking for tight-like fit, but
comfort is the priority. Aero M lite pants are combination of
lightness, moisture management and versatility. The fabric
is bluesign¨ approved, partly recycled and stretchable Quick
Dry material. Style has all necessary details for multisport
training, nothing extra; elasticated waist, zippered hand
pockets and carefully designed cutting lines. Reflective
logos ensure you will be seen after dark, whether you«re in
the city or on the trails.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Elasticated waist with cord + cord lock adjustment
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Reflective Halti branding
¥ SS24 selected set color P99

Aero lite shorts are combination of lightness, moisture
management and versatility. The fabric is bluesign¨
approved, partly recycled and stretchable Quick Dry
material. Style has all necessary details for multisport
training, nothing extra, elasticated waist, zippered hand
pockets to keep your belongings safe. Reflective logos
ensure you will be seen after dark.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Lite Stretch bluesign¨ recy
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane
Quick Dry Lite Stretch recy (printed)
92% Recycled Polyester, 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ 100 weight serie
¥ Elasticated waist with cord + cord lock adjustment
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Reflective Halti branding
¥ SS24 selected set color D56P

086-0794 AERO M LITE PANTS

D36 P99

086-0795 AERO M LITE SHORTS

D36 D56P P99
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Aero M Active dry T-shirt is for everyday training. Shirt has
ergonomic design for perfect fit and optimal freedom of
movement. Material is soft and lightweight, made from
recycled polyester, that transforms moisture away from
your skin and remains dry even in intense use. Reflective
logos ensure you will be seen after dark.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Mesh Recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane
Active Dry Mesh recy (printed)
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

• 100 weight serie
• Mesh knit parts to enhance breathability
• Flatlock seams
• Reflective prints
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set color D46

Men's technical long sleeve shirt for active sport

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C51 SULPHUR SPRING GREEN D33 STRONG BLUE

D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice male fitting.
• Long sleeves.
• Round neck collar.
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set col D33

Men's technical T-shirt for active sport

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D33 STRONG BLUE

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE

D56 PEACOCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sport Knit
100% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Light and airy knit material.
• Nice male fitting.
• Round neck collar.
• Halti branding
• SS24 Selected set col D46

086-0796 AERO M ACTIVE DRY T-SHIRT

C41 D46 D56P P99

086-0810 SALVES M LS SHIRT

C51 D33 D46 P99

086-0812 SALVES M T-SHIRT

C41 D33 D36 D46 D56 P99
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Tokoi is a sleek, waterproof, and windproof unisex parka
that literally has it all. Being HaltiÕs longest jacket, Tokoi is
designed for ultimate coverage and outstanding mobility. A
perfect fit for the office, city bike rides, after works, you
name it. In this fabulously versatile shell coat, HaltiÕs
stunning outdoor features are brought to urban conditions.
On your way to a business meeting on a bad weather day,
just wear Tokoi and you can forget your umbrella. Thanks to
our signature Halti DrymaxX¨ All Weather fabric, youÕll
navigate long, rainy city days completely warm and dry.
Long side zippers allow easy access to the pockets of your
jeans. They make a big difference, adding extra room for
movement Ð youÕll notice it every time when biking and
hopping on and off public transport. Add an extra layer
underneath and youÕll go far into the autumn. Tokoi is a
high-performing, simple parka for complex city life. That
said, itÕs just as great for weekend hikes in the woods. With
Tokoi, youÕll always feel smart and well prepared. Especially
when thereÕs a chance of wind or horizontal rain Ð or both.
To make sure you wonÕt go unnoticed in the late city nights,
Tokoi is finessed with stylish black reflective details. Tokoi is
made of recycled polyester and is one of HaltiÕs
monomaterial pieces. Monomaterial refers to a product
composed of a single material or fibre. Monomaterial design
means that the garment is easier to recycle back to raw
material. In other words, choosing monomaterial makes the
recycling process more efficient resulting in premium quality
recycled yarn Ð and therefore reduces the use of virgin
materials.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

A04 MOJAVE DESERT BEIGE A38 COLLEGIATE BLUE

D53 HAZE GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather Sleek Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 13200 g/m2/24h
55% Polyester/ 45% Recycled Polyester

LINING:
Soft touch polyester lining

FEATURES:

¥ Protective length
¥ Fixed protective hood and collar
¥ 2-way front zip
¥ Back ventilation
¥ Side slits with zippers
¥ Hand pockets under flap
¥ Inner pocket with snap button
¥ Adjustable waist, hood and cuffs
¥ All seams taped
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Selected set col D53

Kevee shower parka jacket protects from sombre day
without weighing you down. It is made from partly recycled
polyester ripstop equipped with DrymaxX¨ tehcnology.
Jacket self-stuffs into the pocket and is weightless to carry
along. The mesh insert and open yoke on the back keep air
flowing through. Hood front edge, cuffs and hem can be
adjusted to keep drizzle and wind out. Kevee is a timeless
city must-have shower parka and matches true travelersÕ
demands, too.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Classic Ripstop Recy
waterproofness: 5000 mm, breathability: 5000 g/m2/24h
53% Polyester, 47% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ All seams taped
¥ Fixed hood
¥ Adjustable hood, sleeve end and hem
¥ Protective front placket
¥ Hand pockets with flap
¥ Venting eyelets at front armpit
¥ Mesh ventilation at back side
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding
¥ Length in size 38 is 95cm
¥ SS24 selected set col P99

065-0412 TOKOI W DX PARKA

A04 A38 D53 P99

065-0477 KEVEE W SHOWER PARKA JACKET

P99
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The Kurvi parka defies the urban laws of nature. It is
minimalistic, super technical and light as air. It has
everything you need and nothing you donÕt. Kurvi is a perfect
companion as you navigate through the everyday city life, no
matter the weather. The jacket can quickly be packed in its
own hood and helps you travel light. A winning choice for
those who are not willing to compromise between
functionality and aesthetics. The Halti Drymaxx¨ All
Weather 3L fabric is made by laminating three layers
together. Thanks to the innovative material, there is no need
for lining. This parka breathes effortlessly and its features
will impress in all conditions. The relaxed fit gives it a stylish
character. Long side zippers offer great mobility, be it by
foot, bike, kick-scooter or scooter. The vent at the back
maximizes air flow. To make sure you won't go unnoticed in
the darkening nights of August, Kurvi is finished with stylish
reflective details. Thanks to the relaxed fit, Kurvi is easy to
slip over any outfit. Wear a down jacket underneath and
youÕll enjoy this multi-functional favourite from early spring
into late fall. The menÕs fit is relaxed, womenÕs is oversizedÐ
choose your favorite look. The look of the womenÕs model
can easily be adjusted with a drawstring at the waist. This
product is made of recycled polyester and is one of HaltiÕs
monomaterial garments. Monomaterial design means that
the garment is made of one material or fiber and is therefore
easier to recycle into raw material, as the fibers no longer
need to be separated. In other words, choosing
monomaterial makes the recycling process much more
efficient, and leads to high-quality recycled thread and thus
reduces the use of virgin materials. This is why we call all
our monomaterial pieces Ôrecycle-readyÕ.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B45 HARVEST GOLD B55 DUCK GREEN

D72 COCA MOCHA BROWN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather 3-L Lite Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 10000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester/ 50% Polyester

FEATURES:
Taped seams
Fixed and adjustable hood
Adjustable waist and cuffs
2-way front zipper
Zippers in the side seams
Vent a back
Zippered pockets
Packable in a small space
Reflective details

Made from recycled polyester with a touch of stretch for
comfort Gliffa layer jacket is sustainable option for exploring
the city or taking it easy at the weekend. Gliffa can be worn
as warming layering piece or on its own as light jacket,
thanks to micro quilt knit fabric's functional features and
bold look. Tad dolman cut sleeves guarantee the freedom of
movement and comfort. Snap button pockets and shoulder
panels are made from woven fabric. Curved hemline
highlights Gliffa layer jacket - brilliant whether in the city or
in the wilds.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

A02 FOG BEIGE D53 HAZE GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
3D Grid Knit Recy
97% Recycled Polyester, 3% Elastan
Stretch Canvas Lite
60% Polyester, 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Zippered front
¥ High stand up collar
¥ Dolman sleeve
¥ Hand pockets with snap button list
¥ Shaped hem
¥ Halti branging
¥ Selected set col D53

065-0431 KURVI W DX 3L PARKA

B45 B55 D72 P99

065-0478 GLIFFA W LAYER JACKET

A02 D53 P99
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Relaxed and versatile Baana shirt dress is crafted for the hot
summer days. Quick dry crinkle fabric is light weight, quick
drying and absolutely easy care - neat without ironing.
Flattering ¾ sleeves can be rolled up for cooler vibe. Snap
buttons are practical and offer extra athleisure attitude.
Chest pocket and side seam hand pockets will hold precious
small belongings. You can dress this wonderful summer
item up or down. Wear Baana shirt dress on its own, with
jacket, with belt, over your favorite leggings, jeans, shorts or
skirt. It is designed to look good with anything.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

A02 FOG BEIGE A38 COLLEGIATE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Crinkle
100% Polyester

FEATURES:

• Standard collar
• Patch pocket
• Open side pockets
• Snap buttoned front
• 3/4 sleeves
• Shaped hem
• Halti branding
• Selected set col A38

The Rundi midi traveler skirt is the perfect piece of
athleisure. With its roots in trekking, this skirt is equally
excellent for hikes on nature paths and the dancefloor on a
summer evening. The stretchy material allows maximal
ease for movement. It’s a perfect choice for golf courses,
the office or clubbing on a Friday night. The relaxed cut,
fitting pleats, adjustable waist and versatile pockets result in
unbeatable practicality and reliability. Leave your purse at
home and let your hands free. There’s plenty of room in the
pockets and the handy bum bag. Our Quick Dry Stretch ECO
RECY material guarantees outstanding breathability and
elasticity. The belt makes it easy to style the look of the skirt
and adjust the height of the waist. If you’re one to appreciate
smart packing, you can easily fold the skirt into the bum
bag. The Kurvi midi skirt is made of recycled polyester and
is one of Halti’s monomaterial pieces. Monomaterial design
means that the garment is made of one material or fiber and
therefore easier to recycle into raw material, as the fibers no
longer need to be separated. In other words, choosing
monomaterial makes the recycling process much more
efficient, and leads to high-quality recycled thread and thus
reduces the use of virgin materials. This is why we call all
our monomaterial pieces ‘recycle-ready’.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B45 HARVEST GOLD B53 HEDGE GREEN

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry stretch ECO RECY
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:
Adjustable belt
Removable bum bag with zipper closure
Front zipper
Slit at back hem
Roomy flap pockets

065-0479 BAANA W SHIRT DRESS

A02 A38 P99

065-0434 RUNDI W MIDI SKIRT

B45 B53
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From casual city strolls to weekends at home Gliffa USX
sweat shirt is soft, easy and looks good with Gliffa shorts or
Gliffa sweat pants. Made from recycled polyester micro quilt
knit, added a touch of stretch and relaxed fit for flexibility
and comfort, shirt is ready for the complex city life. Ribknit
crew neck, cuffs and hem combined with dropped shoulders
and slightly cropped length highlight the unisex spirit of this
classic yet up-to-date piece.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A02 FOG BEIGE D53 HAZE GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
3D Grid Knit Recy
97% Recycled Polyester, 3% Elastane
Rib Knit
93% Cotton, 7% Elastane

FEATURES:

• Rib knit collar, hem and sleeve ends
• Dropped shoulder
• Halti branding
• Selected set col D53

From casual city strolls to weekends at home Gliffa USX
sweat pants are soft, easy and look good. Made from
recycled polyester micro quilt knit, added a touch of stretch
and relaxed fit for flexibility and comfort, pants are ready for
the complex city life. Elasticated waist and ribknit cuffed
ankles guarantee easy fit for all genders. Pants' side pockets
are made from woven fabric for better durability and
contemporary look. If days get too hot for sweat pants you
can switch to Gliffa shorts.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A02 FOG BEIGE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
3D Grid Knit Recy
97% Recycled Polyester, 3% Elastane
Stretch Canvas Lite
60% Polyester, 40% Recycled Polyester
Rib Knit
93% Cotton, 7% Elastane

FEATURES:

• Elasticated waist
• Adjustable waist
• Open side pockets
• Crotch panel
• Rib knit at leg ends
• Halti branding
• Selected set col A02

065-0480 GLIFFA UNISEX SWEATSHIRT

A02 D53 P99

065-0481 GLIFFA UNISEX SWEATPANTS

A02 P99
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From hot day city strolls to weekends at home Gliffa USX
sweat shorts are soft, easy and look good. Made from
recycled polyester micro quilt knit, added a touch of stretch
for flexibility and comfort, shorts are ready for the complex
city life. Elasticated waist and relaxed cut guarantee easy fit
for all genders.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A02 FOG BEIGE D53 HAZE GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
3D Grid Knit Recy
97% Recycled Polyester, 3% Elastan

FEATURES:

• Elasticated waist
• Adjustable waist
• Open side pockets
• Halti branding
• Selected set col D53

Blosis is a casual and urban windproof summer jacket,
featuring a unisex design and practical spirit. The zippers in
the front and side guarantee quick and easy dressing. The
recycled material gives the jacket a rough look. The Blosis
dries quickly after a wash and looks effortlessly stylish, no
matter what. The thigh-length jacket has a shaped hem
which brings extra coverage. The raglan sleeves guarantee a
smart fit for everyone. Customize the jacket’s silhouette
with the adjustable back waist and enjoy a variety of
different styles. The lightweight jacket does not have a
lining, yet still it reliably breaks the wind and shelters you
from light rain. Blosis can be packed in its own pocket and
tied around your waist – becoming a casual bum bag that
fits your phone and keys. We can't imagine a better fit for
trekking or summer festivals. A resourceful outdoor
enthusiast might recognize another hidden potential in this
seemingly urban piece: Blosis is designed for windy and
active summer days in the city – but it also has the potential
to be the perfect match for a ski trail.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B55 DUCK GREEN

MATERIAL:
Heavy Nylon ECO RECY
55% Polyamide/45% Recycled Polyamide

FEATURES:
Fixed hood
Long side zipper
Half-length front zipper
Adjustable waist and cuffs
Multiple pockets
Packable in a small space
Windproof
Reflective details

065-0482 GLIFFA UNISEX SWEAT SHORTS

A02 D53 P99

065-0435 BLOSIS UNISEX ANORAK

B55
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A functional blouse or a light urban smock? Bluusi can
naturally do both. Breathable and flexible fabric, multiple
pockets and adjustable hem make Bluusi a timeless
athleisure favorite. You can put the shirt on without worry in
the morning, even if you don’t yet know what the day in the
city might bring. An urban escape or a hike through the
wildest nature, Bluusi delivers ultimate practicality and
comfort. The straight, stylish cut and sleeves suit everyone
– choose your favorite look. This thin and lightweight shirt
dries in an instant and makes a fantastic travel companion.
You can even fit your passport in the chest pocket. Bluusi is
easy to put on but not to categorize. It looks and feels just
as great in any occasion, no matter if you're sitting by a
campfire or in a bar at the beach. Bluusi is made of recycled
polyester and is one of Halti's monomaterial pieces.
Monomaterial design means that the garment is made of
one material or fiber and is therefore easier to recycle into
raw material, as the fibers no longer need to be separated.
In other words, choosing monomaterial makes the recycling
process much more efficient, and leads to high-quality
recycled thread and thus reduces the use of virgin materials.
This is why we call all our monomaterial pieces ‘recycle-
ready’.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B35 BERING SEA BLUE B45 HARVEST GOLD

B55 DUCK GREEN

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry stretch ECO RECY
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:
Buttons at front
Adjustable hem

Baana is a half-sleeved, oversize-style summer shirt. It is
designed for the hot summer days when the asphalt seems
to melt. The seersucker fabric breathes with ease, feels airy
and dries fast. Baana can be combined with anything:
shorts, skorts, skirts and tights. The raglan sleeves offer a
flattering fit for everyone. This summer shirt delivers
wonderful functional features for all urban activities. It has a
sharp yet relaxed character, suitable for informal and a bit
more formal occasions. Don't worry if this shirt becomes
your absolute favorite and needs to be washed on a daily
basis. Baana is made of an extremely durable material that
is also completely recycled. For men, no further styling
instructions are needed. For women, try tucking the hem
underneath a skirt or turn the whole thing into a playful tie-
front top. Baana is made of recycled polyester and is one of
Halti’s monomaterial pieces. Monomaterial design means
that the garment is made of one material or fiber and is
therefore easier to recycle into raw material, as the fibers no
longer need to be separated. In other words, choosing
monomaterial makes the recycling process much more
efficient, and leads to high-quality recycled thread and thus
reduces the use of virgin materials. This is why we call all
our monomaterial pieces ‘recycle-ready’.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A02 FOG BEIGE A38 COLLEGIATE BLUE

B55 DUCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Crinkle
100% Polyester

FEATURES:
Buttons at front
Chest pocket

065-0439 BLUUSI UNISEX SHIRT

B35 B45 B55

065-0440 BAANA UNISEX SHIRT

A02 A38 B55 P99
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Boxy and a bit oversized cut together with snug fitting crew
neck and front pocket offer an alternative for a classic t-
shirt. Skaltsi t-shirt is made from organic cotton jersey, part
of Halti«s sustainability commitment. Select your favorite fit,
is it relaxed, oversized or something of your own. Skaltsi
looks hip with almost anything.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

P00 WHITE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Organic Cotton Jersey 190
100% Organic Cotton

FEATURES:

¥ 100% Organic Cotton
¥ Crew neckline with rib knit
¥ Dropped shoulder
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 selected col D54

Kallio logo socks are must have item for everyday use. Crew
high sport socks with Halti¨ and Kallio¨ text. Durable and
flexible organic cotton sport socks with terry sole.

SIZE: 34-36 - 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

P00 WHITE

MATERIAL:
Organic cotton mix
70% Organic Cotton / 25% Polyamide / 5% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Organic cotton mix
¥ Crew high
¥ Halti¨ on other leg and Kallio¨ on other leg

065-0484 SKALTSI UNISEX T-SHIRT

P00 P99

065-0515 KALLIO LOGO SOCKS

P00
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Tokoi is a sleek, waterproof, and windproof unisex parka
that literally has it all. Being HaltiÕs longest jacket, Tokoi is
designed for ultimate coverage and outstanding mobility. A
perfect fit for the office, city bike rides, after works, you
name it. In this fabulously versatile shell coat, HaltiÕs
stunning outdoor features are brought to urban conditions.
On your way to a business meeting on a bad weather day,
just wear Tokoi and you can forget your umbrella. Thanks to
our signature Halti DrymaxX¨ All Weather fabric, youÕll
navigate long, rainy city days completely warm and dry.
Long side zippers allow easy access to the pockets of your
jeans. They make a big difference, adding extra room for
movement Ð youÕll notice it every time when biking and
hopping on and off public transport. Add an extra layer
underneath and youÕll go far into the autumn. Tokoi is a
high-performing, simple parka for complex city life. That
said, itÕs just as great for weekend hikes in the woods. With
Tokoi, youÕll always feel smart and well prepared. Especially
when thereÕs a chance of wind or horizontal rain Ð or both.
To make sure you wonÕt go unnoticed in the late city nights,
Tokoi is finessed with stylish black reflective details. Tokoi is
made of recycled polyester and is one of HaltiÕs
monomaterial pieces. Monomaterial refers to a product
composed of a single material or fibre. Monomaterial design
means that the garment is easier to recycle back to raw
material. In other words, choosing monomaterial makes the
recycling process more efficient resulting in premium quality
recycled yarn Ð and therefore reduces the use of virgin
materials.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A04 MOJAVE DESERT BEIGE A38 COLLEGIATE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather Sleek Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 13200 g/m2/24h
55% Polyester/ 45% Recycled Polyester

LINING:
Soft touch polyester lining

FEATURES:

¥ Protective length
¥ Fixed protective hood and collar
¥ 2-way front zip
¥ Back ventilation
¥ Side slits with zippers
¥ Hand pockets under flap
¥ Inner pocket with snap button
¥ Adjustable waist, hood and cuffs
¥ All seams taped
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding

Kevee shower parka jacket protects from sombre day
without weighing you down. It is made from partly recycled
polyester ripstop equipped with DrymaxX¨ tehcnology.
Jacket self-stuffs into the pocket and is weightless to carry
along. The mesh insert and open yoke on the back keep air
flowing through. Hood front edge, cuffs and hem can be
adjusted to keep drizzle and wind out. Kevee is a timeless
city must-have shower parka and matches true travelersÕ
demands, too.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ Classic Ripstop Recy
waterproofness: 5000 mm, breathability: 5000 g/m2/24h
53% Polyester, 47% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ All seams taped
¥ Fixed hood
¥ Adjustable hood, sleeve end and hem
¥ Protective front placket
¥ Hand pockets with flap
¥ Venting eyelets at front armpit
¥ Mesh ventilation at back side
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding
¥ Length in size M is 100cm
¥ SS24 selected set col P99

065-0422 TOKOI M DX PARKA

A04 A38 P99

065-0488 KEVEE M SHOWER PARKA JACKET

P99
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The Kurvi parka defies the urban laws of nature. It is
minimalistic, super technical and light as air. It has
everything you need and nothing you donÕt. Kurvi is a perfect
companion as you navigate through the everyday city life, no
matter the weather. The jacket can quickly be packed in its
own hood and helps you travel light. A winning choice for
those who are not willing to compromise between
functionality and aesthetics. The Halti Drymaxx¨ All
Weather 3L fabric is made by laminating three layers
together. Thanks to the innovative material, there is no need
for lining. This parka breathes effortlessly and its features
will impress in all conditions. The relaxed fit gives it a stylish
character. Long side zippers offer great mobility, be it by
foot, bike, kick-scooter or scooter. The vent at the back
maximizes air flow. To make sure you won't go unnoticed in
the darkening nights of August, Kurvi is finished with stylish
reflective details. Thanks to the relaxed fit, Kurvi is easy to
slip over any outfit. Wear a down jacket underneath and
youÕll enjoy this multi-functional favourite from early spring
into late fall. The menÕs fit is relaxed, womenÕs is oversizedÐ
choose your favorite look. The look of the womenÕs model
can easily be adjusted with a drawstring at the waist. This
product is made of recycled polyester and is one of HaltiÕs
monomaterial garments. Monomaterial design means that
the garment is made of one material or fiber and is therefore
easier to recycle into raw material, as the fibers no longer
need to be separated. In other words, choosing
monomaterial makes the recycling process much more
efficient, and leads to high-quality recycled thread and thus
reduces the use of virgin materials. This is why we call all
our monomaterial pieces Ôrecycle-readyÕ.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B45 HARVEST GOLD B55 DUCK GREEN

D72 COCA MOCHA BROWN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather 3-L Lite Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 10000 g/m2/24h
50% Recycled Polyester/ 50% Polyester

FEATURES:
Taped seams
Fixed and adjustable hood
Adjustable waist and cuffs
2-way front zipper
Zippers in the side seams
Vent a back
Zippered pockets
Packable in a small space
Reflective details

Made from recycled polyester with a touch of stretch for
comfort Gliffa layer jacket is sustainable option for exploring
the city or taking it easy at the weekend. Gliffa can be worn
as warming layering piece or on its own as light jacket,
thanks to micro quilt knit fabric's functional features and
bold look. Relaxed fit guarantee the freedom of movement
and comfort. Snap button pockets and shoulder panels are
made from woven fabric. Curved hemline highlights Gliffa
layer jacket - brilliant whether in the city or in the wilds.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

A02 FOG BEIGE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
3D Grid Knit Recy
97% Recycled Polyester, 3% Elastan
Stretch Canvas Lite
60% Polyester, 40% Recycled polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Zippered front
¥ High stand up collar
¥ Hand pockets with snap button list
¥ Shaped hem
¥ Trimming at hem and sleeve ends
¥ Halti branding
¥ Selected set col A02

065-0443 KURVI M DX 3L PARKA

B45 B55 D72 P99

065-0489 GLIFFA M LAYER JACKET

A02 P99
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At a glance, the Rundi shorts seem like a minimalistic basic
garment, but in fact, they combine Halti’s best technical
features and innovations. Our Quick Dry Stretch ECO RECY
material guarantees excellent breathability and elasticity.
With their roots in hiking, Rundi shorts come in knee length
and a relaxed fit. The belted waist and thigh pockets deliver
great practicality – and a great look. Behind one of the thigh
pockets is a hidden extra pocket for your phone. These
shorts are suitable for a summer hike in the woods or a
night out in the city, and everywhere in between. They are
the summer’s most versatile piece, and the only shorts you'll
ever need. Rundi shorts is made of recycled polyester and is
one of Halti's monomaterial pieces. Monomaterial design
means that the garment is made of one material or fiber and
is therefore easier to recycle into raw material, as the fibers
no longer need to be separated. In other words, choosing
monomaterial makes the recycling process much more
efficient, and leads to high-quality recycled thread and thus
reduces the use of virgin materials. This is why we call all
our monomaterial pieces ‘recycle-ready’.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B35 BERING SEA BLUE B45 HARVEST GOLD

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry stretch ECO RECY
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:
Belt adjustable waist
Thigh pockets
Hidden phone pocket in right thigh pocket
Back pocket

065-0445 RUNDI M SHORTS

B35 B45 P99
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Kassou is a versitile DrymaxX¨ jacket which offers weather
protection from your daily commute to outdoor adventures
near and far. With a relaxed fit, a breathable mesh lining,
adjustable hem and cuffs you can accomadete layers as
needed. For pouring rain you can pull out the hood from
inside the collar to help protect you from the wind and rain.
Once the rain has stopped the hood can be stow away
inside the protective collar.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D31 COUNTRY AIR BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather Poly Canvas bluesign¨ Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 10000 g/m2/24h
55% Recycled Polyester, 45% Polyester

LINING:
Soft touch recycled polyester

FEATURES:

¥ All seams taped
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Wind list inside at front with drop lock
¥ Collar with hood inside
¥ Fixed hood with cord adjustment
¥ Adjustable hem and cuffs
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colours: P99 zip P99 and D31 zip D31
¥ SS24 Selected set col D31

The Fore softshell jacket is a technical and soft golf jacket.
The material of the jacket is very breathable. The technical
and flexible material dries quickly, allowing full freedom of
movement even in more active conditions. The Fore
softshell jacket is pleasant to wear on cloudy and cool
summer days. The jacket is not lined, but has a soft-brushed
inner surface for comfort against the skin.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B30 ICE WATER BLUE B393
9 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

TONAL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Softshell Lite Brushed Recy
50%Polyester/ 42% Recycled Polyester/ 8% Elastan

FEATURES:
Vertical collar and long zipper
Zippered side pockets
Elastic cuffs and hem
Formfitting

The Drive chinos are golf pants made of technical
material. The elasticity of the pants allows full freedom of
movement. These chinos combine great style with real
functionality. The Drive chinos are suitable for both active
use and everyday urban use. Two front and two back
pockets offer space for a tee, golf ball, and scorecard.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch DWR bluesign¨ recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:
Belt loops
Formfitting
Narrow, straight fit
Breathable model
Flexible and conforming material
UPF 50+

065-0490 KASSOU W DX JACKET

D31 P99

065-0446 FORE W SOFTSHELL JACKET

B30 B3939 P99

065-0447 DRIVE W X-STRETCH CHINOS

B04 B39 P99
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These chinos are a stylish choice for your everyday life for
plus size, whether your hitting trail, town or golf course. The
stretchable material with water-repellent finishing makes
these pants functional and very comfortable to wear. These
pants have nice narrow fit with 7/8 length and slits at leg
end. There are open pockets at sides and one pocket at
back and elastic at waist to ensures the right fit.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch DWR bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Elastic band at waist
• Belt loops at waist
• Front zipper
• Jeans button at front
• Hand pockets
• Zipper back pocket
• Slit at leg end

Stylish Drive shorts are light weight and well suited for many
activities. The stretchable material and wicking finish make
these shorts very comfortable to wear outdoors as well as in
casual use. Hand pockets and thigh pocket gives space for
belongings. Elastic on the sides ensures a nice fit at
the waist. Tonal colourings makes this shorts optimal
choice for everyday life.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Elastic band parts at waist sides
• Belt loops at waist
• Front zipper
• Jeans button at front
• Hand pockets
• Zipper tight pocket
• SS24 Slected set col B30

065-0456 DRIVE W+ X-STRETCH CHINOS

B04 B39 P99

065-0493 DRIVE W X-STRETCH SHORTS

B04 B39 P99
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Stylish Drive W+ shorts are light weight and well suited for
many activities. The stretchable material and wicking finish
make these shorts very comfortable to wear outdoors as
well as in casual use. Hand pockets and thigh pocket gives
space for belongings. Elastic on the sides ensures a nice fit
at the waist. Tonal colourings makes this shorts optimal
choice for everyday life.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Elastic band parts at waist sides
• Belt loops at waist
• Front zipper and jeans button at front
• Plus size fit
• Hand pockets
• Zipper back pocket

The sleek and versatile women’s Eeve skort can be
used for the outdoors, in golf or tennis as well as in casual
use. The construction of an asymmetrical-inspired hem of
the skirt together with well fitted stretch shorts give full
freedom of movement and still have your rear covered in all
situations. Sug hand pockets on the inner shorts allow you
to carry your phone or other items on the go.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

LINING:
Tight lycra shorts inside skort

FEATURES:

• Skort with inner tights
• Two open pockets in inner tights sides
• Fitted waist construction with hidden button closin

atfront pleat
• Tight front has elastic part to easy put on and nice fit
• Front slit at skort
• SS24 Slected set col C81

065-0513 DRIVE W+ X-STRETCH SHORTS

B04 B39 P99

065-0494 EEVE W STRETCH SKORT

B04 B39 C81 P99
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The sleek and versatile women’s Eeve W+ skort can be
used for the outdoors, in golf or tennis as well as in casual
use. The construction of an asymmetrical-inspired hem of
the skirt together with well fitted stretch shorts give full
freedom of movement and still have your rear covered in all
situations. Sug hand pockets on the inner shorts allow you
to carry your phone or other items on the go.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

LINING:
Tight lycra shorts inside skort

FEATURES:

• Skort with inner tights in plus fit
• Two open pockets in inner tights sides
• Fitted waist construction with hidden button closin

atfront pleat
• Tight front has elastic part to easy put on and nice fit
• Front slit at skort

Technical polo shirt for golf. Lightweight and moisture-
wicking fabric made of partially recycled material has been
used in the manufacture of this shirt. The material of the
shirt is extremely breathable. The technical and flexible
material dries quickly during heavier activity. The Fairway
polo shirt is great to wear on sunny and warm summer
days. The shirt is perfect for everyday life and leisure, from
hiking to golfing.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B30
P ICE WATER BLUE PRINT B39

P DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE PRINT

D32
P CORNFLOWER BLUE PRINT

MATERIAL:
Tech Jersey Recy
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan
Tech Jersey Recy Pirnt
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan

FEATURES:
Technical material that breathes and transfers moisture
Half-zipper collar
Long-sleeved shirt with collar
Standard sizing
Small side slits on hem
UPF: 40+

065-0514 EEVE W+ STRETCH SKORT

B04 B39 C81 P99

065-0448 FAIRWAY W LS POLO

B30P B39P D32P
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Technical polo t-shirt for golf, among other things.
Lightweight and moisture-wicking fabric made of
partially recycled material has been used in the manufacture
of this shirt. The material of the shirt is extremely breathable
and lightweight. The technical and flexible material dries
quickly during heavier activity. The Birdie shirt is great to
wear on sunny and warm summer days. The shirt is perfect
for everyday life and leisure, from hiking to golfing.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

B30
P ICE WATER BLUE PRINT B39

P DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE PRINT

C81
P ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

PRINT

D32
P CORNFLOWER BLUE PRINT

MATERIAL:
Tech Jersey Recy
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan
Tech Jersey Recy Print
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan

FEATURES:
Short-sleeved shirt with collar
Standard sizing
Active Dry material that breathes and transfers moisture
Small side slits on hem

Matka is a women’s shirt made of soft material. This t-shirt
is ideal for both leisure and city wear, and features a
lightweight fabric that is comfortable against the skin. The
shirt is a Halti ECO product, as it is made using recycled
material. Made from organic cotton in Europe.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE

D40 LEMON TONIC D55 FELDSPAR GREEN

P000
0 WHITE/WHITE

MATERIAL:
Organic Cotton Jersey 190
100% Organic Cotton

FEATURES:
Light and soft material
Halti ECO product, as the product is made using recycled
material
Fitting cut
Produced in Europe

065-0449 BIRDIE W TECHNICAL POLO

B30P B39P C81P D32P

065-0450 MATKA W T-SHIRT

C81 D32 D40 D55 P0000
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Kassou is a versitile DrymaxX¨ jacket which offers weather
protection from your daily commute to outdoor adventures
near and far. With a relaxed fit, a breathable mesh lining,
adjustable hem and cuffs you can accomadete layers as
needed. For pouring rain you can pull out the hood from
inside the collar to help protect you from the wind and rain.
Once the rain has stopped the hood can be stow away
inside the protective collar.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX¨ All Weather Poly Canvas bluesign¨ Recy
waterproofness: 10000 mm, breathability: 10000 g/m2/24h
55% Recycled Polyester, 45% Polyester

LINING:
Soft touch recycled polyester

FEATURES:

¥ All seams taped
¥ Chest and hand pockets with zippers
¥ Wind list inside at front with drop lock
¥ Collar with hood inside
¥ Fixed hood with cord adjustment
¥ Adjustable hem and cuffs
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding
¥ SS24 colours: P99 zip P99 and B39 zip B39.
¥ SS24 Selected set col B39

The Fore softshell jacket is a technical and soft golf jacket.
The material of the jacket is very breathable. The technical
and flexible material dries quickly, allowing full freedom of
movement even in more active conditions. The Fore
softshell jacket is pleasant to wear on cloudy and cool
summer days. The jacket is not lined, but has a soft-brushed
inner surface for comfort against the skin.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE D33 STRONG BLUE

P999
9 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Softshell Lite Brushed Recy
50% Polyester/ 42% Recycled Polyester/ 8% Elastan

FEATURES:
Vertical collar and long zipper
Zippered side pockets
Elastic cuffs and hem
Formfitting

The Drive chinos are golf pants made of technical
material. The elasticity of the pants allows full freedom of
movement. These chinos combine great style with real
functionality. The Drive chinos are suitable for both active
use and everyday urban use. Two front and two back
pockets offer space for a tee, golf ball and scorecard.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch DWR bluesign¨ recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:
Belt loops
Formfitting
Narrow, straight fit
Breathable model
Flexible and conforming material
UPF 50+

065-0491 KASSOU M DX JACKET

B39 P99

065-0451 FORE M SOFTSHELL JACKET

B39 D33 P9999

065-0452 DRIVE M X-STRETCH CHINOS

B04 B39 P99
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Stylish Drive shorts are light weight and well suited for many
activities. The stretchable material and wicking finish make
these shorts very comfortable to wear outdoors as well as in
casual use. Hand pockets and thigh pocket gives space for
belongings. Elastic on the sides ensures a nice fit at
the waist. Tonal colourings makes this shorts optimal
choice for everyday life.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B39 DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Stretch bluesign® recy
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Elastic band parts at waist sides
• Belt loops at waist
• Front zipper
• Jeans button at front
• Hand pockets and back pocket open
• Zipper tight pocket
• SS24 Slected set col B39

Technical polo shirt for golf. Lightweight and moisture-
wicking fabric made of partially recycled material has been
used in the manufacture of this shirt. The material of the
shirt is extremely breathable. The technical and flexible
material dries quickly during heavier activity. The Fairway
polo shirt is great to wear on sunny and warm summer
days. The shirt is perfect for everyday life and leisure, from
hiking to golfing.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

B39
P DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE PRINT P00 WHITE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Tech Jersey Recy
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan
Tech Jersey Recy Print
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan

FEATURES:
Technical material that breathes and transfers moisture
Half-zipper collar
Long-sleeved shirt with collar
Standard sizing
Small side slits on hem
UPF: 40+

065-0496 DRIVE M X-STRETCH SHORTS

B04 B39 P99

065-0453 FAIRWAY M LS POLO

B39P P00 P99
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Technical polo t-shirt for golf, among other things.
Lightweight and moisture-wicking fabric made of
partially recycled material has been used in the manufacture
of this shirt. The material of the shirt is extremely breathable
and lightweight. The technical and flexible material dries
quickly during heavier activity. The Birdie shirt is great to
wear on sunny and warm summer days. The shirt is perfect
for everyday life and leisure, from hiking to golfing.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

B39
P DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE PRINT D33

P STRONG BLUE PRINT

P00 WHITE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Tech Jersey Recy
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan
Tech Jersey Recy Print
83% Recycled Polyester/ 17% Elastan

FEATURES:
Short-sleeved shirt with collar
Standard sizing
Active Dry material that breathes and transfers moisture
Small side slits on hem

Matka is a women’s shirt made of soft material. This t-shirt
is ideal for both leisure and city wear, and features a
lightweight fabric that is comfortable against the skin. The
shirt is a Halti ECO product, as it is made using recycled
material. Made from organic cotton in Europe.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

D34 SEAPORT BLUE D43 SUN ORANGE

D57 DEEP SEA GREEN P00 WHITE

P999
9 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Organic Cotton Jersey 190
100% Organic Cotton

FEATURES:
Light and soft material
Halti ECO product, as the product is made using recycled
material
Fitting cut
Produced in Europe

065-0454 BIRDIE M TECHNICAL POLO

B39P D33P P00 P99

065-0455 MATKA M T-SHIRT

D34 D43 D57 P00 P9999
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MIDLAYERS AND BASELAYERS



HeatGrid hooded layer jacket is designed for all excersise.
Active waffel back recy knit is constructed in a classic grid
pattern to trap heat and wick moisture. Active dry jersey knit
on targeted areas flexes with every move and performance
cut angel sleeve -construction supports unrestricted
mobility. Jacket features two zippered hand pockets and
adjustable hem. This jacket is made from at least 90%
recycled polyester fibers. HeadGrid performs as a midlayer
in cooler conditions or a standalone in warmer
temperatures.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C38 MARITIME BLUE D42 NECTARINE

D55 FELDSPAR GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active waffel back recy knit
93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elatane
Active Dry Jersey knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elatane

FEATURES:

¥ Angel sleeve for easy movement
¥ Hood with elastic edge band finish
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Zippered hand pockets
¥ Adjustable hem
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D42/D44 zip D41, P99

zip P99, C38 zip D32 and D55/ D57 zip
D50.

¥ SS24 Selected set col D55

The Forerunner Lite is a thinner version of our popular
Forerunner mid layer jacket. This technical and lightweight
mid layer jacket, perfect for hiking and everyday leisure. The
mid layer jacket is made using technical Active Dry material,
which effectively transfers moisture and is highly
breathable. The material of the jacket feels comfortable and
dry against the skin during intense activities. The zippered
pockets and the adjustable hem are practical and provide
comfort. The mid layer jacket can be worn on its own or, for
example, under a shell jacket. The jacket is a part of our ECO
collection, as it has been manufactured using recycled
material.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32
P CORNFLOWER BLUE PRINT D51 BERMUDA GREEN

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Soft Knit
85% Recycled Polyeter, 15% Elastane
Airflow mesh
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:
Technical material that breathes and transfers moisture
Zippered pockets
Elastic hem and cuffs
High collar
Full-length zipper at the front
Halti ECO product: This jacket is made using recycled
materials

088-0207 HEATGRID W HOODED LAYER JACKET

C38 D42 D55 P99

088-0154 FORERUNNER W LITE LAYER JACKET

D32P D51 D56P P99

1



Lightweight and elastic shirt is made from Active Dry soft
recy knit fabric containing 85% recycled polyester. Half zip
offers on-demand ventilation and body mapped mesh
detailing provides efficient moisture management and
excellent breathability. Athletic, trim fit and performance cut
angel sleeve -construction support unlimited freedom of
movement. A zippered pocket on the right side helps stash a
key or a card. Sporty design makes this multipurpose shirt a
perfect choice for training, warming up, cooling down and
layering.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

D32
P CORNFLOWER BLUE PRINT D51 BERMUDA GREEN

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Soft Knit
85% Recycled Polyeter, 15% Elastane
Airflow mesh
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Stand up collar
¥ Half long front zip
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D32P/D32 zip D32, P99

zip P99 and D51/D56 zip D56.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D32P

Pallas hooded layer jacket is lightweight yet warm technical
active dry hoodie with zippered hand pockets and fixed
hood. It works perfectly as layering piece with Pallas series.
Material is partly recycled and has technical honeycomb
structure at back.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER D40 LEMON TONIC

D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Active Dry double layer with honeycomb backing
48% Polyester, 35% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Fixed hood
¥ Front with full length zip opening
¥ Sleeve ends, hem and hood with elastic edge band
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: S27 zip P99, D44 zip D42, D57 zip D55,

D40 zip D40 and C81 zip C87.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D44

088-0209 FORERUNNER W LITE HALF ZIP SHIRT

D32P D51 P99

064-0483 PALLAS W HOODED LAYER JACKET

C81 D40 D44 D57 S27
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Pallas layer jacket is lightweight yet warm technical active
dry jacket with zippered hand pockets and stand-up collar. It
works perfectly as layering piece with Pallas series. Material
is partly recycled and has technical honeycomb structure at
back.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER D40 LEMON TONIC

D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Active Dry double layer with honeycomb backing
48% Polyester, 35% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Stand collar
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Sleeve ends and hem with elastic edge band
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: S27 zip P99, D44 zip D42, D57 zip D55,

D40 zip D40 and C81 zip C87.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D40

A technical hoodie for use as an intermediate layer under a
jacket or on its own for workouts, outdoor activities and
leisure. The Active Dry material used in this hoodie ensures
comfort against the skin, provides warmth, and keeps the
skin feeling dry during active outdoor activities.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

D42 NECTARINE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Jersey Knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester/ 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Drawcord at hood edge
¥ Embossed logo
¥ Kangaroo pocket
¥ Elastic bound hem
¥ SS24 selected set col D42

064-0484 PALLAS W LAYER JACKET

C81 D40 D44 D57 S27

088-0123 DYNAMIC W HOODIE

C41 C81 D42 P99
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Kinety insulation jacket combines 90% recycled polyester
power knit with windproof 100% recycled polyamide micro
panels. Airy Microtherm¨ Dynamic wadding adds comfort
and light weather protection. This transseasonal jacket
features micro fabric hood, two zippered pockets and
adjustable hem. Design is refined to perform across a wide
range of activities as a warming layering piece or an athletic
to-go jacket.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

D42 NECTARINE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Jersey knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane
Crinkle micro
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
Microtherm wadding with recycled content
LINING:
Crinkle micro

FEATURES:

¥ Combination of windproof micro fabric and stretchable
knit materials with padded panels

¥ Freedom of movement with fitted shape
¥ Hand pockets with zipper
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D42/D44 zip D44, P99 zip P99, C41 zip

D40 and C81/ C83 zip C83.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. C81

The Streams mid layer jacket is designed for versatile use.
This stylish and warm mid layer jacket is perfect for indoor
use, layering under a shell or ski jacket, or as an outer layer
for the warmer days of early fall. This jacket features warm
fleece fabric and lightweight quilted panels on the front for
extra warmth and a unique look. Zippered pockets and an
adjustable hem make it practical and comfortable to use.
The inside of the jacket is soft-brushed. A popular product
for year-round use!

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

A02
M FOG BEIGE MELANGE B63

M PINK GLO MELANGE

C35
M BLUE CORAL MELANGE C52

M ICEBERG GREEN MELANGE

C80
M ORCHID HUSH LAVENDER

MELANGE

P99
M BLACK MELANGE

MATERIAL:
Active Knit Recy
65% Polyester / 35% Recycled Polyester
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining
100% Recycled Polyester

INSULATION:
Microtherm DYNAMIC 80g
LINING:
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining at back of the quilted micro

FEATURES:

¥ Leisure knit for midlayer use
¥ Breathable, warm material combos in correct positions
¥ Hood with elastic edge finish
¥ Two pockets with zippers
¥ Adjustable hem
¥ Halti branding
¥ Colors SS24: A02M/A02 zip A02, C35M/C36 zip C30,

C80M/C80 zip C80, C52M/C52 zip C52, B63M/B63 zip
B63, P99M/P99 zip P99.

¥ W+ colors are C35M, C80M and P99M

088-0205 KINETY W INSULATION JACKET

C41 C81 D42 P99

088-0126 STREAMS W HYBRID KNIT LAYER JACKET

A02M B63M C35M C52M C80M P99M
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Classic hybrid layer jacket plus size fit and it is designed for
transseasonal versatile use. Recy Knit Fleece and windproof
micro fabric panels with airy insulation deliver cosy warmth
and light weather protection. This sporty to-go jacket
features relaxed casual fit, adjustable hem and zippered
pockets making it a great companion for outdoor activities
and free-time use. This hybrid layer jacket is HaltiÕs ECO-
product due to certified Bluesign¨ approved and partly
recycled materials.

SIZE: 38+ - 40+ - 42+ - 44+ - 46+ - 48+ - 50+

C35
M BLUE CORAL MELANGE C80

M ORCHID HUSH LAVENDER

MELANGE
P99
M BLACK MELANGE

MATERIAL:
Active Knit Recy
65% Polyester / 35% Recycled Polyester
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining
100% Recycled Polyester

INSULATION:
Microtherm DYNAMIC 80g
LINING:
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining at back of the quilted micro

FEATURES:

¥ Leisure Knit for midlayer use
¥ Breathable, warm material combos in correct positions
¥ Protective stand up collar
¥ Two pockets with zippers
¥ Adjustable hem

Warm womenÕs Streams knit-fleece acts as casual to-go
piece or as classic insulating layer in chilly conditions. Soft
brushing inside adds comfort. Neutral silhouette with
adjustable hem, zippered hand pockets and heather Recy
Knit Fleece fabric guarantee timeless versatility. This jacket
transitions easily between seasons.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

A02
M FOG BEIGE MELANGE B63

M PINK GLO MELANGE

C35
M BLUE CORAL MELANGE C80

M ORCHID HUSH LAVENDER

MELANGE
P99
M BLACK MELANGE

MATERIAL:
Active Knit Recy
65% Polyester / 35% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Leisure knit for midlayer use
¥ Protective stand up collar
¥ Two pockets with zippers
¥ Adjustable hem with cord tightening
¥ Elastic bound cuffs
¥ Halti branding
¥ Colors : C35M zip C30, C80M zip C80, B63M zip B66,

A02M zip A02, P99M zip P99.

088-0218 STREAMS W+ HYBRID KNIT LAYER JACKET

C35M C80M P99M

088-0168 STREAMS W LAYER JACKET

A02M B63M C35M C80M P99M
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HeatGrid hooded layer jacket is designed for all excersise.
Active waffel back recy knit is constructed in a classic grid
pattern to trap heat and wick moisture. Active dry jersey knit
on targeted areas flexes with every move and performance
cut angel sleeve -construction supports unrestricted
mobility. Jacket features two zippered hand pockets and
adjustable hem. This jacket is made from at least 90%
recycled polyester fibers. HeadGrid performs as a midlayer
in cooler conditions or a standalone in warmer
temperatures.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C51 SULPHUR SPRING GREEN D34 SEAPORT BLUE

D55 FELDSPAR GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active waffel back recy knit
93% Recycled Polyester, 7% Elatane
Active Dry Jersey knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elatane

FEATURES:

¥ Angel sleeve for easy movement
¥ Hood with elastic edge band finish
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Zippered hand pockets
¥ Adjustable hem
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D55/ D57 zip D59, P99

zip P99, C51/D41 zip C51, D34/C38
zip C38.

¥ SS24 Selected set col C51

The Forerunner Lite is a thinner version of our popular
Forerunner mid layer jacket. This technical and lightweight
mid layer jacket, perfect for hiking and everyday leisure. The
mid layer jacket is made using technical Active Dry material,
which effectively transfers moisture and is highly
breathable. The material of the jacket feels comfortable and
dry against the skin during intense activities. The zippered
pockets and the adjustable hem are practical and provide
comfort. The mid layer jacket can be worn on its own or, for
example, under a shell jacket. The jacket is a part of our ECO
collection, as it has been manufactured using recycled
material.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT P99 BLACK

S27
P INDIA INK GREY PRINT

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Soft Knit
85% Recycled Polyeter, 15% Elastane
Airflow mesh
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:
Technical material that breathes and transfers moisture
Zippered pockets
Elastic hem and cuffs
High collar
Full-length zipper at the front
Halti ECO product: This jacket is made using recycled
materials

088-0210 HEATGRID M HOODED LAYER JACKET

C51 D34 D55 P99

088-0159 FORERUNNER M LITE LAYER JACKET

C41 D46 D56P P99 S27P
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Lightweight and elastic shirt is made from Active Dry soft
recy knit fabric containing 85% recycled polyester. Half zip
offers on-demand ventilation and body mapped mesh
detailing provides efficient moisture management and
excellent breathability. Athletic, trim fit and performance cut
angel sleeve -construction support unlimited freedom of
movement. A zippered pocket on the right side helps stash a
key or a card. Sporty design makes this multipurpose shirt a
perfect choice for training, warming up, cooling down and
layering.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

S27
P INDIA INK GREY PRINT

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Soft Knit
85% Recycled Polyeter, 15% Elastane
Airflow mesh
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Stand up collar
¥ Half long front zip
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: S27P/S27 zip P99, D36/

C38 zip C38 and C41/S27 zip S27.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. S27P

Pallas hooded layer jacket is lightweight yet warm technical
active dry hoodie with zippered hand pockets and fixed
hood. It works perfectly as layering piece with Pallas series.
Material is partly recycled and has technical honeycomb
structure at back.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D34 SEAPORT BLUE

D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Active Dry double layer with honeycomb backing
48% Polyester, 35% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Fixed hood
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Sleeve ends, hem and hood with elastic edge band
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: C41 zip C51, D46 zip D43, D57 zip D55,

S27 zip P99 and D34 zip D34.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D34

088-0212 FORERUNNER M LITE HALF ZIP SHIRT

C41 D36 S27P

064-0494 PALLAS M HOODED LAYER JACKET

C41 D34 D46 D57 S27
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Pallas layer jacket is lightweight yet warm technical active
dry jacket with zippered hand pockets and stand-up collar. It
works perfectly as layering piece with Pallas series. Material
is partly recycled and has technical honeycomb structure at
back.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D34 SEAPORT BLUE

D46 EXUBERANCE ORANGE D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

S27 INDIA INK GREY

MATERIAL:
Active Dry double layer with honeycomb backing
48% Polyester, 35% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Stand collar
¥ Full long front zipper
¥ Hand pockets with zippers
¥ Sleeve ends and hem with elastic edge band
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: C41 zip C51, D46 zip D43, D57 zip D55,

S27 zip P99 and D34 zip D34.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D46

A technical hoodie for use as an intermediate layer under a
jacket or on its own for workouts, outdoor activities and
leisure. The Active Dry material used in this hoodie ensures
comfort against the skin, provides warmth, and keeps the
skin feeling dry during active outdoor activities.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D59 MALLARD GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Jersey Knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester/ 10% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Drawcord at hood edge
¥ Embossed logo
¥ Kangaroo pocket
¥ Elastic bound hem
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D36

064-0495 PALLAS M LAYER JACKET

C41 D34 D46 D57 S27

088-0134 DYNAMIC M HOODIE

C41 D36 D59 P99
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Kinety insulation jacket combines 90% recycled polyester
power knit with windproof 100% recycled polyamide micro
panels. Airy Microtherm¨ Dynamic wadding adds comfort
and light weather protection. This transseasonal jacket
features micro fabric hood, two zippered pockets and
adjustable hem. Design is refined to perform across a wide
range of activities as a warming layering piece or an athletic
to-go jacket.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D36 BELLWETHER BLUE

D59 MALLARD GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Jersey knit recy
90% Recycled Polyester, 10% Elastane
Crinkle micro
100% Recycled Polyamide

INSULATION:
Microtherm wadding with recycled content
LINING:
Crinkle micro

FEATURES:

¥ Combination of windproof micro fabric and stretchable
knit materials with padded panels

¥ Freedom of movement with fitted shape
¥ Hand pockets with zipper
¥ Halti branding
¥ SS24 Colors: D36 zip C38, C41 zip C51, P99 zip P99

and D59 zip D59.
¥ SS24 Selected set col. D59

Men's mid layer jacket designed for versatile use. This
stylish and warm mid layer jacket is perfect for indoor use,
layering under a shell or ski jacket, or as an outer layer for
the warmer days of early fall. This jacket features warm
fleece fabric and lightweight quilted panels for extra warmth
and a unique look. Zippered pockets and an adjustable hem
make it practical and comfortable to use. A favorite product
for year-round use!

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C35
M BLUE CORAL MELANGE C45

M DRIED TOBACCO YELLOW

MELANGE
C52
M ICEBERG GREEN MELANGE C67

M CABERNET RED MELANGE

P26
M SLEET GREY MELANGE P99

M BLACK MELANGE

MATERIAL:
Active Knit Recy
65% Polyester / 35% Recycled Polyester
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining
100% Recycled Polyester

INSULATION:
Microtherm DYNAMIC 80g
LINING:
Lining S coated, Soft Pes lining at back of the quilted micro

FEATURES:

¥ Leisure knit for midlayer use
¥ Breathable, warm material combos in correct positions
¥ Protective stand up collar
¥ Two pockets with zippers
¥ Adjustable hem
¥ Colors: C45M/C45 zip A28, C67M/P99 zip P99/C67,

C35M/C36 zip C35, P26M/ A28 zip P99, P99M/P99 zip
P99 and C52M/B55 zip B55

088-0206 KINETY M INSULATION JACKET

C41 D36 D59 P99

088-0137 STREAMS M HYBRID KNIT LAYER JACKET

C35M C45M C52M C67M P26M P99M
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Warm men’s Streams knit-fleece acts as casual to-go piece
or as classic insulating layer in chilly conditions. Soft
bushing inside adds comfort. Neutral silhouette with
adjustable hem, zippered hand pockets and heather Recy
Knit Fleece fabric guarantee timeless versatility. This jacket
transitions easily between seasons.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C35
M BLUE CORAL MELANGE C45

M DRIED TOBACCO YELLOW

MELANGE
C52
M ICEBERG GREEN MELANGE C67

M CABERNET RED MELANGE

P99
M BLACK MELANGE

MATERIAL:
Active Knit Recy
65% Polyester / 35% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

• Leisure knit for midlayer use
• Protective stand up collar
• Two pockets with zippers
• Adjustable hem with cord tightening
• Elastic bound cuffs
• Colors: C45M zip tone darker, C67M zip C67, C35M zip

C35, C52M zip B55, P99M zip P99.

088-0169 STREAMS M LAYER JACKET

C35M C45M C52M C67M P99M
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Atom is multi-functional seamless set that keeps you
protected and sweat free in any activities. Very light weight
seamless knit structure gathers the moisture and wicks it
away from the skin. Recycled materail with technical
seamless technology makes this set a great layer.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46

C35 BLUE CORAL P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Bi Density Seamless recy
66% Polyamide, 34% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Comfortable seamless knit
¥ Crew neck
¥ Elasticated pants waist
¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Halti branding

Tehnical liner shorts for biking. This snug fitted sorts can be
paired with any overpants to add comfort in use. Seams are
nice and comfortable and shorts are equipped with soft seat
pad.

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Technical Square knit
82% Polyamide 18% Elastan
Soft padding pad
90% Polyester 10% Elastan

FEATURES:

¥ Elaticated waist
¥ Comfortable flatlock seams
¥ Soft seat patch padding

Avion is a women's classic base layer set with Active Dry rib
knit. Soft and comfortable material transfers moisture
efficiently. This is a lightweight base layer set for any active
training in chilly days. Good fit allows layering together with
any shell styles. The set is suitable for skiing, cross country
skiing, and winter hiking.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C35 BLUE CORAL C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Technical rib knit RECY
40% Recycled Polyester/ 60% Plyester

FEATURES:
Stretchable rib knit material
Turtle neck
Flatlock stitching for smoother use

088-0191 ATOM W SEAMLESS SET

C35 P99

088-0219 BIKE W LINER SHORTS

P99

086-0224 AVION W SET

C35 C81 P99
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Light merino shirt is key layer for everyday use whenever is
needed extra warmth and comfort. Our re-worked Pihka II
shirt offers stylish color block design with good fit that
allowes layering with any shell clothes. Merino wool
provides excellend heating ration for wersatile active use.
Merino material is especially good at the first layer due to
the fact of regulating body temperature, providing natural
antibacterial properties and soft touch. Made in EU

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C88 SWEET GRAPE VIOLET P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Single Jersey
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Crew neck
¥ Halti branding

Light merino pants are the key layer for everyday use
whenever is needed extra warmth and comfort. Our re-
worked Pihka II pants offers stylish color block design with
good fit that allowes layering with any shell clothes. Merino
wool provides excellend heating ration for wersatile active
use. Merino material is especially good at the first layer due
to the fact of regulating body temperature, providing natural
antibacterial properties and soft touch. Made in EU

SIZE: 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C88 SWEET GRAPE VIOLET P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Single Jersey
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Soft supportive elastic band at waist
¥ Halti branding

Classic base layer set with extremely soft and comfortable
Merino wool material. Lightweight set for any active training
in chilly days. Good fit allows layer to be used together with
any shell styles.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46 - 48

C35 BLUE CORAL C52 ICEBERG GREEN

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

MATERIAL:
Merino Wool
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Extremely soft and comfortable Merino wool material
¥ Turtle neck
¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Pants elastic waist construction

088-0195 PIHKA II W SHIRT

C88 P99

088-0196 PIHKA II W PANTS

C88 P99

088-0164 HOSSA W MERINO LAYER SET

C35 C52 C81
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Warm wool blend base layer for active outdoor life. Wear
this set against the skin and add extra mid layers when
needed. The material is a combination of soft and
comfortable Merino wool and breathable polyester. This
garment has thin material and non-irritating flat felled
seams, which allow you to layer with versatility and comfort.

SIZE: 32 - 34 - 36 - 38 - 40 - 42 - 44 - 46

C30 TIBETAN STONE BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino wool mix
50% Merino wool/ 50% Polyester

FEATURES:
Extremely soft and comfortable Merino wool material
combined with durable polyester
Turtle neck
Flatlock stitching for smoother use
Pants elastic waist construction

Atom is multi-functional seamless set that keeps you
protected and sweat free in any activities. Very light weight
seamless knit structure gathers the moisture and wicks it
away from the skin. Recycled materail with technical
seamless technology makes this set a great layer.

SIZE: S - M - L - XL - XXL

C35 BLUE CORAL P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Bi Density Seamless recy
66% Polyamide, 34% Recycled Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Comfortable seamless knit
¥ Crew neck
¥ Elasticated pants waist
¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Halti branding

Men's technical boxers for active sport and leisure time. The
underpants have a soft and elastic material that transfers
moisture efficiently from the ski. A pack contains one black
and one grey pair of boxers.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active knit, P99
90% Polyester / 10% Elastane
Active knit, P26M
89% Polyester / 11% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Technical boxer shorts, 2 psc
¥ Flat and soft waistband
¥ Perfect fit

088-0030 NEVA W MERINO LAYER SET

C30 P99

088-0194 ATOM M SEAMLESS SET

C35 P99

088-0056 HALTI 2-PACK BOXERS

P99
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Tehnical liner shorts for biking. This snug fitted sorts can be
paired with any overpants to add comfort in use. Seams are
nice and comfortable and shorts are equipped with soft seat
pad.

SIZE: S - M - L - XL - XXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Technical Square knit
82% Polyamide 18% Elastan
Soft padding pad
90% Polyester 10% Elastan

FEATURES:

¥ Elasticated waist
¥ Comfortable flatlock seams
¥ Soft seat patch padding

Avion is a men's versatile classic base layer set with
breathable and moisture-transferring Active Dry material.
This lightweight set is suitable for any active training on
chilly days. Good fit allows layering together with any outer
layer styles. Use this base layer set for downhill skiing, cross
country skiing or winter hiking.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

B55 DUCK GREEN C35 BLUE CORAL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Technical rib knit RECY
40% Recycled Polyester/ 60% Plyester

FEATURES:
Stretchable rib knit material
Turtle neck
Flatlock stitching for smoother use

Light merino shirt is key layer for everyday use whenever is
needed extra warmth and comfort. Our re-worked Pihka II
shirt offers stylish color block design with good fit that
allowes layering with any shell clothes. Merino wool
provides excellend heating ration for wersatile active use.
Merino material is especially good at the first layer due to
the fact of regulating body temperature, providing natural
antibacterial properties and soft touch. Made in EU

SIZE: S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B55 DUCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Single Jersey
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Crew neck

088-0220 BIKE M LINER SHORTS

P99

086-0223 AVION M SET

B55 C35 P99

088-0199 PIHKA M II SHIRT

B55 P99
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Light merino pants are the key layer for everyday use
whenever is needed extra warmth and comfort. Our re-
worked Pihka II pants offers stylish color block design with
good fit that allowes layering with any shell clothes. Merino
wool provides excellend heating ration for wersatile active
use. Merino material is especially good at the first layer due
to the fact of regulating body temperature, providing natural
antibacterial properties and soft touch. Made in EU

SIZE: S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

B55 DUCK GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Single Jersey
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Soft supportive elastic band at waist
¥ Halti branding

Classic base layer set with extremely soft and comfortable
Merino wool material. Lightweight set for any active training
in chilly days. Good fit allows layer to be used together with
any shell styles.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C36 REFLECTING POND BLUE P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Wool
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:

¥ Extremely soft and comfortable Merino wool material
¥ Turtle neck
¥ Flatlock stitching for smoother use
¥ Pants elastic waist construction

Warm wool blend base layer for active outdoor life. Wear
this set against the skin and add extra mid layers when
needed. The material is a combination of soft and
comfortable Merino wool and breathable polyester. This
garment has thin material and non-irritating flat felled
seams, which allow you to layer with versatility and comfort.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL - 4XL

C35 BLUE CORAL P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino wool mix
50% Merino wool/ 50% Polyester

FEATURES:
Extremely soft and comfortable Merino wool material
combined with durable polyester
Turtle neck
Flatlock stitching for smoother use
Pants elastic waist construction

088-0200 PIHKA M II PANTS

B55 P99

088-0165 HOSSA M MERINO LAYER SET

C36 P99

088-0021 NEVA M MERINO LAYER SET

C35 P99
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The Hiker is a modern beanie. This versatile beanie from the
Hiker range is comfortable and warm. Suitable for both
camping and leisure use in the city. Made of 50% merino
wool. Unisex, one size fits all.

SIZE: One Sz

B58 CLIMBING IVY GREEN D48 GOLDEN YELLOW

D76 CHOCOLATE CHIP BROWN

MATERIAL:
Merino wool / Acrylic mix knit
50% Merino Wool / 50% Acrylic

FEATURES:
Unisex, one size fits all

This sporty tricot beanie is suitable for outdoor activities
and leisure. The beanie is made of a comfortable and
flexible material and features a Halti print pattern. The
beanie has a soft-brushed inner surface, which brings
warmth in cooler weather.

SIZE: One Sz

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D55 FELDSPAR GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Heavy Active knit Recy ECO
95%Recycled PES 5%Elasthane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and flexible material
Halti print
Brushed inner surface

This sporty tricot band is suitable for outdoor activities and
leisure. The band is made of a comfortable and flexible
material and features a Halti print pattern. The band has a
soft-brushed inner surface, which brings warmth in cooler
weather.

SIZE: One Sz

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE

D36 BELLWETHER BLUE D44 NASTURTIUM ORANGE

D55 FELDSPAR GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Heavy Active knit Recy ECO
95%Recycled PES 5%Elasthane

FEATURES:
Lightweight and flexible material
Halti print
Brushed inner surface

080-1306 HIKER KNIT BEANIE

B58 D48 D76

080-1307 NIVA BEANIE

C41 D32 D36 D44 D55 P99

080-1308 NIVA BAND

C41 D32 D36 D44 D55 P99
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Vehka beanie is perfect choise for outdoors and lifestyle
use. It has semi high profile and a print at front. Material is
comfortable cotton/elastane double knit.

SIZE: One Sz

C38 MARITIME BLUE C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

D07 CORNSTALK BEIGE D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE

D47 MANGO MOJITO D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

MATERIAL:
Cotton/El knit
95% Cotton / 5% Elastane

LINING:
Full self lining

FEATURES:

¥ Fully lined with double material
¥ Halti branding

Vehka band is perfect choise for outdoors and lifestyle use.
It has a print at front. Material is comfortable cotton/
elastane double knit.

SIZE: One Sz

C38 MARITIME BLUE C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

D07 CORNSTALK BEIGE D32 CORNFLOWER BLUE

D47 MANGO MOJITO D57 DEEP SEA GREEN

MATERIAL:
Cotton/El knit
95% Cotton / 5% Elastane

LINING:
Full self lining

FEATURES:

¥ Fully lined with double material
¥ Halti branding

Lightweight merino wool beanie for outdoors and active use.
The style combines technical performance with comfort.
Active merino wool with remarkable heating ratio gives
comfort in use, moisture management and natural
antibacterial properties for users. Fits nicely under helmet.

SIZE: One Sz

C36 REFLECTING POND BLUE C52 ICEBERG GREEN

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Wool
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:
- Single layer fabric

- Folded edges with flatlock stitching

- Halti branding

080-1335 VEHKA BEANIE

C38 C81 D07 D32 D47 D57

080-1336 VEHKA BAND

C38 C81 D07 D32 D47 D57

080-1320 HOSSA MERINO BEANIE

C36 C52 C81 P99
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double layer merino wool band for outdoors and active use.
The style combines technical performance with comfort.
Active merino wool with remarkable heating ratio gives
comfort in use, moisture management and natural
antibacterial properties for users. Fits nicely under helmet.

SIZE: One Sz

C36 REFLECTING POND BLUE C52 ICEBERG GREEN

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER

MATERIAL:
Merino Wool
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:
- Fully lined with double material

Lightweight merino wool tube for outdoors and active use.
The style combines technical performance with comfort.
Active merino wool with remarkable heating ratio gives
comfort in use, moisture management and natural
antibacterial properties for users. Adjustable height can be
worn half folded or fully length covering the neck and head.

SIZE: One Sz

C36 REFLECTING POND BLUE C52 ICEBERG GREEN

C81 ORCHID BLOOM LAVENDER P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Merino Wool
100% Merino Wool

FEATURES:
- Single layer fabric

- Folded edges

Light and breathable 5-panel for training, running and active
lifestyle. Soft cap is easily packable.

SIZE: One Sz

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW D35 DEEP COBALT BLUE

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
X-stretch Sleek Recy
50% Polyamide / 38% Recycled Polyamide / 12% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Light and well fitting cap to training
¥ Tightening at back
¥ Laser cut ventilations at sides
¥ Soft cap bill
¥ Sweatband inside cap edge
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding

080-1321 HOSSA MERINO BAND

C36 C52 C81

080-1322 HOSSA MERINO TUBE

C36 C52 C81 P99

080-1337 AERO CAP

C41 D35 P99
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Headband is suitable for active training. It has windproof
material on the front and sides.

SIZE: One Sz

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Front windproof knit
100% Polyester
back soft single knit
100% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Unisex fit
¥ Front part covering from wind
¥ Back part more stretching knit
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding

This mid height single layer Active Dry knit beanie with
brushed backside is optimal for any active use. Technical
Carvivo material with excellent moisture management
function makes this beanie lightweight yet warm enough for
chilly days training. Reflective prints adds visibility. Fits
perfectly under helmet.

SIZE: One Sz

D44
P NASTURTIUM ORANGE

PRINT

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT

D58 QUETZAL GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Carvico Vuelta
85% Polyamide / 15% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Single layer fabric with brushed inside
¥ Raw bottom edge
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding

This lightweight single layer Active Dry knit band with
brushed backside is optimal for any active use. Technical
Carvivo material with excellent moisture management
function makes this beanie good for spring and summer
training. Reflective prints adds visibility. Fits perfectly under
helmet.

SIZE: One Sz

D44
P NASTURTIUM ORANGE

PRINT

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT

D58 QUETZAL GREEN P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Carvico Colorado
80% Polyamide / 20%Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Single layer fabric with brushed inside
¥ Raw edges
¥ Reflective details and Halti branding

080-1338 TREENI BAND

P99

080-1339 TERRAN BEANIE

D44P D56P D58 P99

080-1340 TERRAN BAND

D44P D56P D58 P99
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Soft and comfortable cap for hiking and active lifestyle.

SIZE: One Sz

A38 COLLEGIATE BLUE B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE

B55 DUCK GREEN D47 MANGO MOJITO

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Ripstop
100% Polyester

FEATURES:

• 5 panels
• Soft visor
• Adjustable

Kevo is extremely comfortable, light and durable. The
adjustable chin strap ensures a secure fit, even on the
windiest days. The seemingly relaxed hat impresses with its
technical features: it repels water and dries quickly. The
wide brim shields your eyes from the sun and sudden
showers. It also protects the face and neck from the sun –
and helps to keep your head cool. The classic colors and
clean lines give Kevo a timeless look that will complement
any outfit, whatever the weather. Wear it with your favourite
jeans and a t-shirt for a casual look, or dress it up with a
hoodie, blazer and boots for a more trendy appearance.
Whether you’re cycling, running, watching the band at the
summer festival or just hanging around, this urban hat has
you covered.

SIZE: M - L

B04 COBBLESTONE BEIGE B55 DUCK GREEN

MATERIAL:
Quick Dry Ripstop
100% Polyester

FEATURES:

• Removes moisture from the skin
• Lightweight and flexible material
• Reflective Halti print
• Brushed inner surface

080-1309 STAFFAS CAP

A38 B04 B55 D47

080-1310 KEVO HAT

B04 B55
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Blosis II is summer hat with downward sloping brim. it is
protecting the neck and face area from the sun and helps to
keep your head cool.

SIZE: S - M

D01 SEEDPEARL BEIGE D53 HAZE GREEN

D56
P PEACOCK GREEN PRINT

MATERIAL:
Stretch Canvas Lite (solid)
60% Polyester/ 40% Recycled Polyester
Quick Dry Lite Stretch recy (printed)
92& Recycled Polyester/ 8% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ protective brim
¥ reversible
¥ light and brethable
¥ Halti branding

Gloves for active outdoor use with water- and windproof
DrymaxX¨ material. Suitable for colder days as well as rainy
days. Unisex fitting which is suitable for both ladies and
men.

SIZE: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
DrymaxX recycled
50% Recycled Polyester / 50% Polyester

INSULATION:
Thinsulate 40
LINING:
Brushed tricot lining

FEATURES:
Unisex fit
Breathable, windproof and waterproof material
Synthetic leather palm
Reflective Halti branding

Interval is technical training glove for active use in chilly
weather. It is constructed from sublimation printed lycra and
rough Ottoman knit to create optimal fit for cycling and
gripping poles. Active Dry material is soft against the skin
and keeps the skin surface dry. The palm with soft cushions
and lazer cut ventilation holes provides excellent grip. Ectra
gripper print on index finder and middle finger gives extra
grip for cycling.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL

C41 SULPHUR SPRING YELLOW P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Sublimation printed Lycra and Heavy Ottoman knit
100% Polyester

FEATURES:

¥ Perfect fitting and cut for active use
¥ Windproof and water resistant materaial
¥ Lazer cut ventilation at palm and finger sides
¥ Shaped wrist
¥ Faux leather grip
¥ Halti branding

080-1341 BLOSIS II BUCKET HAT

D01 D53 D56P

084-0731 ALIUM DX GLOVES

P99

084-0742 INTERVAL GLOVES

C41 P99
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Lightweight and windproof gloves for women and men,
suitable for active exercise and leisure. The well-fitting and
lightweight gloves are ideal especially for spring and fall.
The gloves have unisex sizing, so they are suitable for both
women and men. Multipurpose gloves for running and
leisure.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Back hand windproof knit
100% Polyester
Palm soft single knit
100% Polyester
Soft brushed knit
100% Polyester
42% Viscose / 30% Cotton / 23% Acrylic / 5% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Unisex fit
¥ Shaped synthetic leather palm pieces
¥ Lycra cuff
¥ Reflective Halti branding

Multipurpose gloves for active exercise and leisure. The
gloves are equipped with windproof and breathable
Stormwall¨ Softshell material and are well-fitting and
lightweight. The gloves have unisex sizing, so they are
suitable for both women and men. Main purpose: Active
exercise and outdoor activities

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Softshell with brushed backing
100% Polyester
Soft brushed knit
100% Polyester
Cuff double lycra
42% Viscose / 30% Cotton / 23% Acrylic / 5% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Unisex fit
¥ Shaped synthetic leather palm pieces
¥ Lycra cuff
¥ Reflective Halti branding

Multipurpose and lightweight gloves for all kinds of use in
chilly weather. The recycled Active Dry knit material is
wonderfully soft against the skin and keeps the skin surface
dry. The palm's rubber print helps to strenghen the grip.

SIZE: XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Lite Recy Knit

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight and firm fit for comfortable active use
¥ Soft and comfortable Active Dry Knit material
¥ Printed rubber grip
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding

084-0733 TREENI GLOVES

P99

084-0732 HAVU GLOVES

P99

084-0740 VIITA GLOVES

P99
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Multipurpose and lightweight gloves for all kinds of use in
chilly weather. The recycled Active Dry knit material is
wonderfully soft against the skin and keeps the skin surface
dry. The palm's rubber print helps to strenghen the grip.

SIZE: 03 - 04 - 05 - 06

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
Active Dry Lite Recy Knit

FEATURES:

¥ Lightweight and firm fit for comfortable active use
¥ Soft and comfortable Active Dry Knit material
¥ Printed rubber grip
¥ Reflective details
¥ Halti branding

Mid-high technical hiking socks for women. Toe linking is
made with seamless technology. The construction is a
combination of sports sock and wool sock. Merino wool
together with acrylic goes through the whole sock. Added
elastane stretching areas to keep the sock in position. the
foot part has an extra terry construction for good insulation.
The calf is reinforced with Lycra for better stretch and fit.
These women's hiking socks consist only mulesing-free
merino wool.

SIZE: 34-36 - 37-39 - 40-43

P00 WHITE

MATERIAL:
38% Merino wool, 38% Acrylic, 21% Polyamide, 1% Lycra,
2%Elastan

FEATURES:
Mid-high technical hiking socks for women.
Toe linking made with seamless technology.
Very warm and thick wool sock for outdoors in cold
weather.
The construction is a combination of sport sock and wool
sock.
Merino wool together with acrylic goes through the whole
sock.
Added elastane stretching areas to keep the sock in
position.
Foot part has a extra terry construction for good insulation.
The calf is reinforced with Lycra for better stretch and fit.
We use only mulesing-free merino wool.

Mid-high technical hiking socks for men. Very warm and
thick wool socks for outdoors in cold weather. The
construction is a combination of sports socks and wool
socks. Toe linking is made with seamless
technology. Merino wool together with acrylic goes through
the whole sock. Added elastane stretching areas to keep the
sock in position. The foot part has an extra terry
construction for good insulation. The calf is reinforced with
lycra for better stretch and fit. Merino wool is ethical
mulesing-free merino wool.

SIZE: 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

L28 GRANITE GREY

MATERIAL:
38% Merino wool, 38% Acrylic, 21% Polyamide, 1% Lycra,
2%Elastan

FEATURES:
Mid-high technical hiking socks for men.
Toe linking made with seamless technology.
Very warm and thick wool sock for outdoors in cold
weather.
The construction is a combination of sport sock and wool
sock
Merino wool together with acrylic goes through the whole
sock.
Added elastane stretching areas to keep the sock in position
Foot part has a extra terry construction for good insulation.
The calf is reinforced with lycra for better stretch and fit.
We use only mulesing-free merino wool.

084-0741 VIITA JR GLOVES

P99

087-0432 HIKING WINTER WOMEN SOCKS

P00

087-0431 HIKING WINTER MEN SOCKS

L28
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An excellent choice of sock for outdoor life, year round. The
main material is merino wool. Foot part with Terry
construction for good insulation and comfort and calf in
made with flat construction for good ventilation and fit. The
layer close to the skin is made with polypropylene for good
moisture transfer, and elastane is used for good fit.

SIZE: 34-36 - 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

T26 OMBRE BLUE

MATERIAL:
48%Merino wool, 20% Polypropylene, 30% Polyamide, 2%
Elastane

FEATURES:
The main material is merino wool.
Foot part with Terry construction for good insulation and
comfort
Calf is made with flat construction for good ventilation and
fit.
The layer close to the skin is made with polypropylene for
good moisture transfer.
Elastane is used for a good fit.

2-layers construction hiking socks. The main material is
merino wool. Foot part with Terry construction of good
insulation and comfort and calf in made with flat
construction for good ventilation and fit. The layer close to
the skin is made with polypropylene for good moisture
transfer, and elastane is used for a good fit. The calf
construction is quite wide for a comfortable fit. We use only
mulesing-free merino wool.

SIZE: 28-30 - 31-33 - 34-36 - 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

L28 GRANITE GREY

MATERIAL:
48%Merino wool, 20% Polypropylene, 30% Polyamide, 2%
Elastane

FEATURES:
2-layers construction hiking socks.
The main material is merino wool.
Foot part with Terry construction for good insulation and
comfort
Calf is made with flat construction for good ventilation and
fit.
The layer close to the skin is made with polypropylene for
good moisture transfer.
Elastane is used for a good fit.
We use only mulesing-free merino wool.

Men's sport socks with a low and nice cut for running,
cycling and outdoors. With a good moisture management,
these socks are suitable for active use.

SIZE: 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

P99 BLACK

MATERIAL:
95% nylon 5% elastane

FEATURES:
Unisex sport socks with low cut.
With moisture management, suitable for active use
2- pairs pack, black color.

087-0462 MERINOTEC 2-PAC SOCKS

T26

087-0433 HIKING SOCKS

L28

087-0464 SPORT SOCKS 2-PACK

P99
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Kallio logo socks are must have item for everyday use. Crew
high sport socks with Halti¨ and Kallio¨ text. Durable and
flexible organic cotton sport socks with terry sole.

SIZE: 34-36 - 37-39 - 40-43 - 44-47

P00 WHITE

MATERIAL:
Organic cotton mix
70% Organic Cotton / 25% Polyamide / 5% Elastane

FEATURES:

¥ Organic cotton mix
¥ Crew high
¥ Halti¨ on other leg and Kallio¨ on other leg

065-0515 KALLIO LOGO SOCKS

P00
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